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Prof. John E. Estes and Dr. Jeffrei L. Star
Remote Sensing Research Unit. Department of Geography
University of California. Santa Barbara
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I n i·1 a y 19 iJ 3, t n 1;3 0 f f ice 0 fUn i v e r sit y ,; f f a Irs 0 f Th ~
I'Jetlonat Aeronautics and Space AdministraTion WASAl signed a
~ ran t 0 S f a 0 lish I ngaRe [.1 0 t e Sen sin 9 I n for maT ion Sci e ncas Res ~arc h
Group at the University of California, Sant<3 3arbara. ihis
document rapresents the first annual report of work conauctao
unaarthis 9 ran t ( Gran t.:1 NASAN AGI't - 4 55 l • This doc umen f a Iso
orlafly deserioes the research to be concuctad In tne secone yaar
of this effort.
Fundamental I your research wi I I continue to focus on
Improving the type, qUClntity, ana quality of Infor::1ation which
has to date and can 013 derlvea from rGmotely sensed data. This
I
effort, as seen In the following text, has been airacted at
inTegraTing, extending, ana expanding e;dsting r-ar.lOTe sensin8
resaarcn aCTivitid5 at ucsa in the are05 of VegeTaticn anaiysis
~na :·lodell ing, Georefaranced Information S,/stenls, ;·:achine
Assisted Information Extraction from Image O<3ta, ~nd Artificial
Intelligence.
As the world'S population expands, therG is an ever
Increasing need for systems and processln~ techniqu~s cap~ole of
acquiring, integrating, and analyzing Information concerninG the
extdnt, use of, and chang~s In the major components of tne e.:.rTn1s
surface. NASA is playin~ an important role in tne ddvelopwenr of
SUCh cupaoll itles. This rote, however, requires that farsiS;nrad
fundamental research be airected towards the scientific
appl ication of teChnologies which can Improve tne oas~ upon \·,ilic:1
assess~ents may be ~ade of both tne current and chanfin~ staTUS
cf The co:,'pon\3nts of The oiospn..:rl3, hycrCSi)nara, t irhoSpnGr'a, cn.:
.,
. "~ .~ ..... _._ .. _..... -.....-----_.._. ~ --....... __ ...._-_ ..__ ...
___If' ........ ~ .. """""" -- ..
.....• _ Ii_ _ "_"._
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introeJucfion
o~·· I ..
atmosphera.
The program of research, documented In this annual report
which Is baing carried forward by personnel of the Univ~rslty of
Cal/forn/a, Santa Barbara, represents the start of what we
consider to be a five to ten year ~ffort. Through this work, we
have targeted fundamental research aimed at improving our basic
understanding of the role of Information systems teChnologies and
artificial Intel I igence techniques In the integration,
manipulation and analysis of remotely san sed oata for g/ooal
scale studies. This coordinated research program is possible as
UCSB has a unique combination of researchers with experience In
a I I these areas.
Efforts durinG the first year of this effort have focused on
the InTegration of exiSTing research activ Itles at UCS3 ana ~he
Initiation and conduct of a number of research activities with a
variety of NASA centers. We have also worked on baCkground
assessments of researCh and teChnology Invol ved in the
establishment of a Pilot Land Data System for NASA Headquarters.
In addition we have begun a small pi lot project, oui (ding on
our existing work with NASA Life Sciences and Earth Sciences and
Applications Divisions through the Johnson Space Center. This
pilot stUdy Is belns used to test our concepis of how artificial
Intelligence assisted Information procezsing, extraction, and
user Interface teChniques may be Integrated to Increase o~r
abi I lty to conduct studies which lead to an Improv€:d
understanding of glooal processes.
As will be seen In the detailed sections to follew,
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conslderJble field work has bean co~pl~ted, In concert with
Johnson Spacecraft Center (JSC) staff, to gather the necessary
data. The d~velopment of a "test bed" processing envlronm~nt
wll I begin In the coming year of the project, serv ing to both
aeQonstrate the potential of these tochnologies and to Improve
our Interactions with NASA Hea~quarters and Centers personnel.
;.: a fee 1stron 9 I Y t hat s uc h c los a Int era c t Ion s ere e sse nt I a I a s \'I e
oegin our five to ten year research program.
In aJdltion to the NASA funaed ~na spon~~~~a research
discussed below, an additional topic of interest and relevance Is
th$ agreement Which ucsa has negotiaTed with Digital Equlpm~nt
t Corp. (DEC). This agreement (see appendix A) provides that UCSB
t
researchers \It I I I conduct jo Int research In tha area of know I edge
oasec engineering for spatial data ~a5e manage~ent and use. As
part of this efforT, DEC prov.ided one hal f the costs of d
superminicomputer system for UCSB's use. The VAX 11/750 with a
graphics workstation and peripherals has arrived, been instal led
and Is operating. The system is dedicated to information
sciences research. We feal that the funding of this effort by a
principal computer science corporate entity is f~rther
verification of the status of UCSB as a center for Information
science research.
The material which follol'15 detai I s ongoing work \yhlch has
been and Is direct I y a I ded by th i s grant. Severa I of the
pro j e c t sus edt his fun din gas a cat a I y 5 t to aid 0 the r ~I ASA
offices In the research, in the inteGration of remotely sensed
ana other elata Into an Information sciences framework. The
followin~ sections discuss the aetalls of the proj&cts aeal inli
:;
,.
. ..
IntroQuction
~"th:
* The Conduct of Field Research to Develop a O~t~ 3asa on
The Boreal Forests of Horth America;
* The conceptual design and recommendations for the
phased Implementation of a PI lot Land Data System;
* Advanced Data Structures for integration of Image and
CartoGraphic Data in a Geograpnic Information SysTem;
* Applying Artificial Intelligence to Lar~e Networks;
..
* Review of Literature related to Global Resource
Information systems; and
* Knowledge Based Expert Systems for Crop identification.
In the next section, these projects are discussed in greater
detai I. Ongoing anc proposed activities are ciscusseo. This is
fol lowed by a brief section summarizing future research
directions. This first annual progress report concl udes with
four appendices containing material relevant to sections of this
progress report •
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Habitabi11ty of The Earth
Progress ReporT: aoreal Forest Veg~tation Analysis,
Ely, t·j Inn e sot iJ
Daniel a. Gotkln and ~erry D. ~ooas
Un i vers i ty of Ca Ii forn i a, Santa Barbara
I. INTRODUCT lOll
The work accompt Ish~d during 1983 under the funds from the
NASA Office of University Affairs was part of a larger study
titled "Habitabll ity of the Earth: Analysis of Key Vegetation
Factors." The general purposes of this reseerch are (I) to
biological productivity of salected biomes, including the boreal
develop and test methods to measure land vegetaTion biomass, net
biological production and leaf area index by remote sensing; and
(2) to apply these measures to estimate the biomass and net 1Under fur-os frcm theforests and north temperate grasslanas.
NASA Office of University Affairs field verification was
conducted in conjunction with remote sensing of pertinent
variables and the development of a data base of relevant material
Initiated. Specifically, measurements were made In the Superior
National Forest, ~innesota on those vegetation chbracteristics
which are being correlated with the fol lowinsremote sensin;
meas .. rements: (a) an 8 band Barnes radiometer mounted in a
hel icopter which hovered at 400 feet above each sita; (0) the
thematic mapper simulator flown in a NASA C-130 aircraft; (cl ;·;55
data from Landsat 3; and (d) AVHRR data from the NOAA Satel I ita.
This report summarizes vegetation data collected as fiala
verification in the Superior National ForesT. Heaaquarters for
the r a sea r c h we rem oJ i nt a I ned i n Ely, ;·i inn. , ad j a C f:: nt tot he 0 ne
"..
. ..
,,
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mI I I i on acre \~ I I derness of the Sour,ldary i'/aters Canoe Area. Th i s
location was chosen be~ause (I) within the coterminous United
States, It represents one of the best &xamp I as of borea I forests:
(2) the terrain Is relatively flat, which is important in Initial
tests of techniques; (3) excellent logistics were available,
Including jet fuel at the Ely airport, assistance from the US
Forest Service Office, a wei I maintained road in a corridor
oetween two sections of the Boundary ~aters Canoe Area where
adequate varieties of forest vegetation and stages in foreEt
deve I opment were dva i I ab I e; and th e ex I stence of good research on
the vegetation of the region.
To review, the primary objective of this research \~as to
provide detailed ground truth for sites over which intensive
radiometric measurements are taken so as to permit oevelopment of
accurate cal ioration of remota sensors for measurement of
vegetation parameters. There are two steps in the fiel d research
known as (I) plot measurements and (2) dimension analysis. The
9 a a lis tad e t e r min e the I e a far e a, (. 10m ass and pas t ; row t h rat e
of all trees In a sample plot. In theory, this could be measured
by cutting down al I trees In a plot and weighing and measuring
each component. I n rea I j tv, th j sis not feas I b f e, &xpec i a I I Y
within the bUdget I imitations of our project; out it has never
been feasible in any ecological research project to our
I<now I edge. As a resu I t the two stages are used to prov i de the
measures of interest. In dim<..lnsion analysis, a statistically
va lid samp I e of trees of each spec i as Zlre cut down, cut apart anc
welGheo by categories (Ieeves, t\~igs, branches, etc,) These
weights era then relateo to Climensicns of The trees that can 06
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oDtalned rapidly In the flald Including tree hal;ht, Tree
diameter, helgnt to the lowest anc: nlgnest Ilvln~ :>rgnChas. The
resulting sTatistical regression e~uatlons are Then appl iea to
trees measured for the non-destructive variables on sample pIO~s.
Althoush these procedures have been done frequently~ we have
extendedthem and 1mpro vedthe s tat 1st Ic a I val Id I t Y 0 f the
approach.
The Intent, during J983, was to focus ettorts on stancs
dominated Dy two of the major species of North American Doreal
foreSTS and the Superior National Forest: black spruce (lowland
stands) and tremb I I n9 aspen. S I n9 I e spec Ias were chosen because
these species have the broadest geographic ranges of any major
trees In ~orth AMerica, and are major COMponents of the Doreal
tores~ th~OU~hout ~orth America. ihey ware also Chosen ~ecaus&
In every aspect they represent opposite endS of a vegeT~tlon
spectrum: the spruce Is evergreen and characteristic of Dogs and
other wet sites, and of old ~rowth forests; The aspen Is
deciduous and characterls1'Ic of dry, upland areelS and new foresT
stands.
:-/8 be I Iave It 1s especi a I I Y noteworthy In th I s report to
point out the funds for the research were not avallaola IOnti I
late spr;nf; 1983, and th;,t all plannlns inc:IUdinli site st:llectlon
for the tie I d res ear c h be ~ a n '·1 arc h 2 0 wit h the fir 5 t t rip ToE I y
by principal Investigators. In spite of this extreme time
conSTraint, we 001 ieve That consiceraDle progress was ~4ce toward
the goals ot the research.
3
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'I. SITE SELECTIO~ AND THE DEVELOP~ENT OF A RAPID SELECTIO~
:·IETHOD
DurIng 1983. oaslc tl~ld procedures Involved 1) selection of
sitos (plots) for radiometric measurement covering The ranGe of
laafarea Index and biomass seen In the region. 2) non-
destructive measurement of a numeer of slmpla. olologlcally
meaningful dimensions on all trees in each sample plot. incl ud/ns
(3) modification of standard forestry techni~ues to meet the
needs of our research. and (4) destructive sampl ing of a number
of blacK spruce ana aspen trees for direct measurement of the
parameters ot interest (biomass and area by tree component) and
for development of predictive relationships oetwe~n plot
measurements and these variables.
Progress outlined is of three ty~es: collecTion of field
daTa; anc retinemenT of procedures ana cl~ritlcation ot
questicns.
Even though planning tor tna project began only three Months
before the field s~ason. we have accumulated a very larGe and
un / que data set spec If ica I I Y des i gned tor our projeCT. Plot data
have been acquired tor 31 spruce ana 31 aspen sitos. Plots were
chosen to represent as large a range of biomass ~Iid production as
possible.
I nit I a 1strat I f I cat I C'l 0 f the se sit a S b)' 0 I 01:1 iJ S 5 / I ea far e a
was cased on Gualltativa observations by the principal
Investigators. One of the unique contribUTions of The researcn
was tne developmenT ot rapia site sdlection TeChnl~ues uslnS a
coora i nated team of he I I coptor ana groun<;: craws. In The paST.
site sel~cTlon tor eCOlogical resa~rcn nas ~uen cone ~y ~rounC
• Habltaol I Ity at the EarTh Oi'i("·.~:·
Of rC~.{ ( . . -..
cr13Ws. However, the dElnse fa I I aGe at ttlQ I)or~a I foresTs ;na06
location and selection of sites on the oasis of olomess ano
proouctlvlTy extremely slow 6nd inaccurate. The ~rinclpal
Investigators, In conjunction WiTh NASA n~llcopter ~llvTS oevls",d
tnd following r.1ethoo: t~IO ~round cr&\;s of tnrea Elach lilth a car
.:2no 1'..,0 II0y radl\) ware :1lrect~'" to S17;:;3
investisators tlylns in tne ndlIC'::iJ',".:.lr.
I i.~ t,,; i I" _ ;
.. ..; "~;''''
- j
coul d be located raploly and The faSTesT and easieST pathS TO tha
sites determined. I.loreover, the hel icopter craw was able TO
locate sites and guide two crews simultaneously. Ue believe that
this teChnique has broad potential for application to research
related to the stUdy of the biosphere and Global Habitability In
many areas of tha Earth.
I II. GRour~D 1·~EASURE:·1EIiTS :·j"i)E OIl HEL I COPTER RE:·iOTE SE1iS I!IG S I T~S
At each site chosen for helicopter romote sensing, a
circular plot of (,0 m diameter was m<lpped, and within this larger
P I at f I VEt sma I I plots were I a I d out. On each of These five
plots, stanoard measurements of vegetation wore maoe, incluains;
the diamet&r, hei~ht, and height to tho lowest and .ignast living
oranchln~. Thes& could then be carrel ated with the dimension
analysis data descrloeo below, and estimates of ~iomass coul~ be
calculated.
A I tho u Sh I nit I a lsi t 0 5 e I 0 c tic n was 5 1"" let I y q U <.I I i t<) l' i v €I ,
oased on hal icopter end s;round observatio.,s. the available rDn;e
of pertinent varial:lles seems TO have beGll IvaI I covered. As a
result, ';IS €:xpect tnaT I ittla addi'rional plot dati.lwil I te
5
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required In 1984 for the two species, black spruce ana ~spen,
studied in 1~83. In aadltlon to the spruce ana aspen Qat~. caTa
were also collected for twel va j~ck pine st~nds ane alsMt plots
with a mixture of two species. Jack pine measurements were taken
to determine the accuracy with whiCh two conifers could be
differentiated by helicopter remote sensing. The mlxeo stanos
were measured because most forests were composed of standS of
severa I to many spec I es, and I t was necessary to beg I n to
consider the prOblem of mixed pixel responses for plannin~ for
the 1984 field season. These addJtl~nal measurements, therefore,
should facilitate design of further study involving stands of
these types.
IV. OI~ENSION ANALYSIS
31 spruce trees and 32 ~spen Trees, dlstricuteo over The
size range for these spec I es, were cut down for data I led
dimension measure·ment. Inltla! analysis of data from aspen trees
suggest that, although strong relationships exist between tree
dimensions and I~df are;), furtner sampling Is necessary to
develop satisfactory predictive equations. This is because I)
variance Is larijo, 2) soue :;.·.. .lled trees may have been atypical
due to unusua I weather, ",ne 3i I.::.r~er sa:;,p I es in some size
cl~sses are required. ~e are also unsure of the biological
significance of the r~laTlonships seen. ~evertheless, ~e have
been able to use r~lationsh(ps aevelopsa from the sucrificeo
trees to ::lake preliminary estimates of leaf area for aspen plOTS.
These wi II :>e comparee wi rh radiometric mec:suremenTS. 3io:,1ass
ost!',1ai"'''' r:;r aspen trE:les an<: p I·jts are expectsc ;'E: ::>~ ::lorE:
6
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accurate. Simi' ar ~na I yses til I I COlllmenCG soon on data from
sacrificed spruce trees. ~e eX~Gct tnat these #1 I I proceea more
smoothly since both sampling and analysis technl<;ues have been
Improved throuGh prior experience with aspen.
V. GENERAL COMMENTS
The resulting data set Is large -- over 2500 pages of raw
data -- and to our knowledgo, unparallelea In ecological
research. We conducted tests on the accuracy of field
measurements through rep f Icate samp I I n9 and the cons I stency was
very high. Plot data and data on sacrificed aspen and spruce
trees have been checked and verified. Ve are. as discussed
below, attempting to streamline this process for the 1984 5Ur:lme:-'s
work. Fo I I age and oarK samp I es were a I 50 co I I eC"ted and for',o/ardec
to LARS and JSC for analysis of reflective and transmittance
properties for use In canopy models. Extensive raaiometrlc(TMS)
dat<:l were collected; all s8r:lpled sites were measurett at least
once and many several times.
Ve began the field season In 1983 with untested field
procedures and ~ ~.c.l.gtl assump'tlons about Important
variables and rei atlonships, and discovery of previo~$ly
unsuspected. but important, prob I ems and needs. Plot samp ling
tiMe has been roughly hal ved; a four person crew (B-nO workers)
was able to destructively sample one to two trees per 4ay, out
th I s rate Increased to three trees per day by summer"s end. At
the same time as rates of data collection increased, accuracy ano
repl icabll ity ',las Improved. ;'Ie bel iave that, with :'ttl> i'ncrease In
7
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naxt YGc.r by 50-10C:., without loss of accur~c'l .;r r..::.1 lo!)llltf'
:, 'i l' h e S.:.l r.: 13 t I :.1 C, v e. rio u s pre J I ..::. :.1 S J r 0 S '" Tv.: " i c h \'/ 0 c; r d
cur~~ntly aOdrusslnS aur efferts. It ~eca~e app~r~nt ~~rly In
the sur.lIner th~t transfer of ,Jete fro:" thO fie lOT;) Hcustcn ana
Its entry Into the computer data case an~ proof-redoln. was a
r.:aJor bottleneck. For the coming fl31d Sd3s0n, W~ are c~v~lopln;
procodures for entering dat~ on maJnetlc meoiJ in Ely, uith
Ir.:r.:edlate proof-reading. Data may then ~e sen':" to Houston fer
direct entry. 9y this r:'Ieans the InterviJl JIilT\'/313n oata collection
gnd boglnnlng of analysis should C~ cccroaseJ ~y savoral r.:onths.
Initial analyses of 1963 aata su;gest that forest "obc~grouna"
(und<3rstory plants, shrubs, srouno surfaco, etc.) Is I~lpcrt~nt In
::e1'"r;::; n; oS ;> 101' rtd I dct~ncC!. ~:e:d I I cc;s I.;n naxt sur~:ler's
e f f I."J r Ts t;) 0 ,j t 'i tH" <: J .:: r,;: sst i'l j S ~ r 0 ~ I <: r.: •
0I1H3tr\!r.t. r,~:·~·.': ;~.~
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DanIel B. Botkin & Karr1 D. ~oods
University of California, Santa aarbara
The proposed ~ctivitles for th~ 1964 field season a~~
designed to provide additional data needed for field verification
for remote sensing of vegetation biomass, net proGuction and leaf
area. The justifications for this research are given in our
or Igina I proposa I, and wi I I not be repeated here. Spec If i ca I I y,
the proposed research is to continua to provide the field
measurements to adequately describe the biomass, leaf area, ana
productivity for a data base on the boreal forests of North
National Forest of northeastern Mlnnescta and to explore possible•
Amer Ica. In 1984 we plan to continue work In the Superior
;1
,
•
•
•
field sites for work In the following years. The list Is based
on our understanding of the compositIon and dynamIcs of these
forests, experiences of las~ year, and initial analy~es of last
season's data. As analysis proceeds or additional objectives are
cons j dared, th Is I I st may change. Fie' d work II I I I be conducted
by a crew of 10, active for 3 months In the Ely area.
1. We expect to supplement last year's data for spruce and
aspen In order to strengthen statistical concl usions and stUdy
year-to-year variability. \'/a will cut-down additional <perhaps
10-15) aspen trees In order to improve statistical predictors of
biomass and leaf area and determine the extent of year-to-year
va r I ab I I I t Y 0 fie a far e a I n a dec I :l u0 ussp ecia s • \': ear e I e s s
I Ike I y to need further ana I ys i s of low I ana black spruce, but we
may samp I e some trees of up I ana black spruce to see it
relationships developed for lowland trees apply. ~e do not
expect to sample adcltional plots in espen or blac~ s~ruce
9
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standS, but we may resa~ple a smal I number of those sampled last
year to tast rep I Icab iii ty.
2. A primary objective Is enl argement of our database to
Include additional species Important In the Ely area and boreal
forests In general. To this end we sampleCi 12 jack pine plots In
1983. \'le wI I I expana the data set for Jack p I no and co I I act
dimensional and biomass/leaf area data for sacrificed trees.
Other l~portanT species which may be samplad this summer are
paper birch and be I sam fir. For eClch spec i es Vie wou I d locate 20-
30 sample plots and sacrifice a simi lar numoer of trees.
3. Since significant areas are occupied by mixtures of
species, we must develop techniques for estimation of biomass and
leaf area of mixed stands. Last year, we sampled a plots of
mIxed jack pine and 'l'remb ling aspen. Tn I s year we \1 i I I samp I e
addltiona~ plots of this and perhaps oTher species mixtures. We
wi I I use measurements from these plots with radiometric data to
study the contrloutlon to the spectral signature of each species
In mixed stands.
4. Since an eventual goal is extension of procedures and
relationships developed to the entire range of boreal forests, we
must test them In other areas. A first step In such testins
might be samp ling of a sma I I number of sites In another port i on
of the Superior Ilational Forest (about 100 km from Ely).
Relationships between vegetation parameters anC radiometric
measurements developed for the Ely region could be tested for
this region.
5. The next geo£raphical extension of the stUdy (curing
futur~ field seasons) zhould b~ to parts of the tlorth AmeriCon
10
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borea I torest as remote as pos sib let rom Ely. We are look i n~
I ntop 0 s sib I e sit esin t·: a I ne, 0ueo ec , AI be,. t a , a na AI ask a•
During the summer ot 1984 two primary Investigators (Sotkin and
Woods) wi I I make reconaissance trips to two ot these areas to
make local contacts, Inspect facilities, and evaluate vegetation.
Such prel imlnary work wi II be very valuable for advance plannln(;
wh Ich shou I d a I I ev Iate some of the procedura 1 prol> I ems
experienced In 1983.
6. Throughout the summer we wi I I ~e testing and, when
ap~l·jprlate, Implementing Improvements In sampl ing and measuring
technique, measurement of "back(;round" vegetation. 3nd transfer
I
I
and verification of data.
Our ~oals for the end of 1984 are (I) complete fielo work In
the Superior flational Forest site; (Z) develop statistically
val id methods to e~timate biomass. biological production and leaf
area for spruce and aspen and one or two additional species; (3)
obtain an initial understanding of the mixed pixel problem for
forest vegetation; (4) determine the accuracy with which several
species with simi far reflectance characteristics (ol ack spruce
and Jack pine; aspen and birch;) can be distinguished by remote
sensing and biomass. net production. and leaf area measured •
This Is a somewhat heavier work-load than that of last year.
However, our 1983 fie I d exper i ence persuades us that. given some
prior training of crew (several of the field cre~1 wi II oe
veterans of I ast summer), ir,lproved procedures, anc better
understanding of system and objectives, this load coes not
represent unrealIstic expectaticns. The wor:<. outl ined wi II
11
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provide a database, In conjunctIon with last year's, ef
unprecedented completeness fer an entire vegetational syst&~.
Vith calibrated remote sensing dara the opportunities for
detal led and accurate analysis of ecosystem status and function
wi I I be hlShly unique and extremely valuable.
12
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NASA Pilot Land Data System
Prof. J.E. Estes, Dr. J.L. Star, Ms. J. Franklin
Remote Sensing Research Unit, Department of Geography
University of California, Santa Barbara
IJASA Pi lOT Lana Oata S'(st"'r:1
Dr. J.E. Estes, ~orking Group Ch3ir~an
Dr. J.L. Star, ~orkins Group DevelopmenT En;lneer
(,I s. Jan e t Fran k I j n, Gr ad uate Stu c en t
University of California, Santa oc:lroara
Under the sponsorship of tlASA Irdormation Sciences ana
University Affairs offices, the university Space ResearCh
Association directed a series of workshops intendeo to devalop
the concept and p I an for a Pi lot Land Data System (PLDS). :'/han
implemented, the PLDS I~i I be the functional equivalent of ihe
ex i st I ng NASA PI lot Ocean Data System and Planetary Data P II ot.
These Data base management and del ivery systems are in varying
stages of implementation. PLDS is beinG developed to serve the
same functional needs for the land-related research cO~r:1unlty.
Members of the PLDS working group incl uoe rs~resenTatives
from ~ASA Head~uarters, the NASA cenTer, uni versities al ready
working with NASA, as wei as representatives from industry and
the U•S. Geo log i c Sur v e y • Sci enee and tee h n i c a I suo ~ r 0 ups m( t
several times since summer 1983. UGSB personnel with ii,'portant
roles In PLDS planning activities are Or. JohnE. Estes, Dr.
Je f f r ey L • Star, and /·1 s • Jan e t Fran k lin. 0r • Estesis PL i) SstU dY
leader and chairman of the science working ;roup. Dr. Star Is
workins with the technology working sroup. t·1 s • Fran k lin, a
;raduate stUdent, is employed by USRA as project coorainaTor for
this effort. She has spent the time since Septe~ber 1983 in
~ashington at the USRA offices. Other UCS3 staff and stuaents
hiJ'Ie contr i buted to the p I ann i ns ef fort as I/e I I. Tha fino I
::1 e e tin S oft h e PL DS ~'/ 0 r kin 9 9 r 0 u p 1'/ a s n e I din t n e ';/ i n t e r 0 f 1 9 e4
at ':AS,\ Ar:ies Res~arch Center to br i nS th i 5 phase of the ~Iork iC ,;j
tt
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NASA Pilot Land Data System
con c Ius ion and beg Ined i Tin 9 a fin a Ire p0 r t. Dr. Ca I dwei I j.; c Coy
ana Shelby Ti I ford along with other NASA HeadGuarters personnel
were criefed on tne results of the \!orking Group's dell:>eratlons
in early Spring 1984. The report of the ~orking Group w~s
publ ished as NASA Technical ;·temorandum 86250: "The PI lot Land
Data System: Report of the Program PI anning Workshops in July
t
1984. A copy of the report is attached.
The pU"pose of the PLDS is 70 improve the abi I Ity of NASA
t
t
and NASA-3ponsored researchers to conduct land research, oy
developing a minimum but representative set of data arChive,
management, and processing capabi I ities. These capaol I ities ~Ii I I
be designed to satlsy a majority of the information systems needs
of NASA-sponsored land research community (inclUding researchers
Inslce and ou~si.je NASA), .and sr,ou I c serve :::s a ;Jroft-cf-concep7
demonstration TO provide a basis for future system expansion ana
development.
Principal guidelines for PLDS development include:
* Coordination with appropriate science users d~rlng design
and Implementation is vital.
* Dlscipl ine scientists must speci ty th~ir requirements,
and the information scientists must then base their designs on
these needs.
* System design and implementation must De phased ane
modular.
* Data bases are most viabl e when mainTain~d oy researchers
with a long-term commitment to use of the data.
The FY84 goa I f s to estab I ish the concepT ane a pre Ii r.1 i nary
program plan. NASA Tech ~emorandum 86250 and SUbsequent meetings
between NASA Center and Heaaquarters personnel are continuinG to
proauce excel lent progress towards this gOal. Principal
2
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development activiTies are expectea to :legin in FYS5, ~iTl'I pi lot
d~monstr~Tion compleTea In tnrae to flv~ years. ~evelopment is
TO oe In response TO sci~nce requirements.
The sci~ntlsTs Involved In the PLDS oevelopment nave t3ken
primary responsibility for speclfyln~ requirements. This tasK
~egan witl'l oevelopment of a series of operatlonel science
scenarios. ;he science scenarios oeveloped to daTa incluce:
* Vegetation 3iomass and Proouctivity
aotl<ln (UCSB)
* Terrestrial Ecosystems ana Proauctivlty
Srass at. al. (NASA/Ames)
t * Land Surf~cG CI imatologyPrice, Miaoleton (NASA/Goodard)
t
•
*
*
*
Large Area Landcover Mapping
Estes, Frank I In (UCS3)
Soil :r.:sicn 3,H, Hvcr~logicai ',100ell:"l;
Re~ en \ U;.:), :. ~ n!: r en (~:AS,\ / :is 1" LI
Seaimentary 5aslns
Fer,. (JPL)
Regional Mineral Resource Assessment
Albert (USGS)
~onitoring Environ~entai Chan;e
Albert (USGS)
-
These scenarios nave be~n analyzed to determine c~tJ sourc~s,
processing capaoi I ities ana throuShput needs, ~nc infor~ation
output proo~cts, tv eva I uota the overal I r-aqu i rel:'lents of tna
PLuS. The scenario approaCh has oeen taKen TO Ja aola tc focus
on specific tasks tne scientists woull1 I ike to pertcr~, ana Then
step ~ac~ sno consicer thO generic functions an~ structure ~f a
;.1I0T i::'lpldmentation. 3y salecti:1; scenarios trom a ren;e vi
topic "reas,lta are abla TO Identity The ~asjc si;.,i I;:r;,iesof
,
~
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specific~tlons of a minl~um op~ratlonaJ systom.
At the present ti~e, it is envlsionec thaT the scienca
subgroup Should continue in ~oth an operational ~oce, oy
exercising the system in the conduct of research, ana In a review
and advisory role. These activities must continue curing pilot
operation.
The system developers will design and Implement PLDS
hardware and software in response tc the sclenti$ts'
requirements. The system developers will deslSj" ahd Implement
PLDS hardware and software in response to the scientists'
requirements. The systern developers wi I I al so prov ide
operational support during the pilot demonstration perioa.
Configuration and technical onsideratiens Incluce:
* Data ~anagement
Data Dictionaries, Data Sase Management, Data Access
anc Storage, 8rowse Faci I fties
• Processing
Software Libraries, Distributed Processin;, unique
Hardware Facilities.
• Co~~unlcatlon
t1et\~ork Control and Accounting, Traffic Flow,
Stancards, and Possible Confisurations
• User Interface
User Requirements and Capabi Ilties, Accounting, Lo<:al
Area ~leTworks, Stanoaras/Gulael inos, \':orkstatlons.
NASA Center Working group ~embers have Mot alen; with
Headquarters Personna I have r.1et. Scenar i os eea ling with Lana
Surface CI i~atol ogy and SGdimentary b~sins are Dein~ cons/aareo
for initial ?ilot development Testing. Cen,er roles in
":"acnnolo'~y :;evelcpment are :lein; refined, anc levE:ls of hH:Cin;
.
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~iASA PI let Lane OaTa S'lstf3rn
are bolnG Cllscusseo, along wltn tno:) OVi:lrall ST":JCTl~re tor the
i)i lot. UCS6 ;>ersonnel hope to continue to assist anc pcr'l'icipate
In the aevalopmant, cemonstr3~ion cno l~ple~antation ot PLCS by
the Intormatlon SysTems Offlca at NASA Head~uart&,.s.
•
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Advanced Data Structures and Geographic Informatio:1 Systems
./Dr. D. Peuquet
Remote Sensing Research Unit, Department of Geography
University of California, Santa Barbara
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Advanced Data Structure and Gea~r~phlc Information Syst.ms
, University
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Lar~e Integrated software systems known as Geobased or
Geosraphic Information Systems (GIS> have been developed in the
past fifteen years which can perform al I phases of storage,
maintenance, analysis and retrieval for ~eographlc aata. GIS's
casad on shared, I arge-sca I e, I ntegratGd data bases are used fer
a Idde range of applications which deal \'lith geosraphlc d,Ha for
government agencies and private corporations worldwide. They
have a I reaGY becom6 an i nd I spensab I e too I for r"ana9 i ng
biophysical, biological and soclo-economic data In a timely and
efficient r,lannElr. HO~lever, only a I ir,litec Volui,le Jne r~nse of
C c: i':: ':" 'I ;- 3 S C:i n ;) d h a:'l C I l:l C ::: 'i an '/ ~ n -a S I :; .;- :: ,.: • ..- i .. .: ... :; ...
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present GIS technology. OVGrcor,lin~ th·._~ ,',.';' i'r~_, .,.
increasing data volume and range of data types,critical for the
analysis cf complex environmental problems If we ar~ to
successfully manage our resources on Iccal, regional, and ~IODal
sea Ias [Estes, 1980J.
The purpose of this project is to begin to examine th~
current state of the art in specified areas of GIS Te:chnolc:;y anc
to estab I i sn a common grovnd for research. Stucy of the q~esT i en
of ve:ry larJe, eff~clent, h~terogeneous spatial data~ases Is
require:c as IJASA begins to explorti: the pOTential dppi icatlon of
rer,lOte I Y sensed data for stUGy i n9 The long-term nab i tab ill ty of
. the earth. In addition, neither GIS nor remote Sunsin;
techno I .;)J'/ can ach; eve tnei r fu I l potent; a I unt; I tll~Y crIJ
,Adv~ncao DaTa StrucTure ana Geograpnlc Information Systems
InTegrated. The rG~earch proposeo herein is a si;nificanT step
In this eiractlon.
Recent research by Cr. Donna ?euqut:.t (OepartlOienT of
GeoSraphy, UCS8) has exam Ined the tradeof ts oetl~een raster and
vector processing of geographic data and concl uded that neither
can ever be aoequate by itsel f for large-scale integrated
databases. Further, the need for raster-to-vector and vector-to-
rast~r conversion processes, which represent a sisniflcant system
overhe~d, must be avoided whenever possible. Initial work on a
r
,
hybrid spatial data structure which incorporates characteristics
of both raster and vector data structures was subsequently
per-formed [Peuquet, 1983J. Th i s structure, ca I I ed the VASTER
structure, represents a first step In the development ot new
approaches to seosraphic data hanoi ing for GIS to hendla
integrated databases ot many types of geographic aata on a glObol
scale.
A simi lar point of view on the part of researchers at The
National Aeronautics and Space Administrations <t:ASA) Goddard
Space F I Ight Canter (GSFC) has resu I ted In the independent
development ot another structure termed the TopOlogical Grid
,.
Structure. It Is Important at this point in time to coordinate
.. r
the development of these two new types at data structures tor two
reasons; 1) to determine the rei atlve performanc~
cnaracTorlstlcs ot eaCh structure tor various appl ications ana
oparationa environments so that their relative ~erits ~re known
tor tU7ur~ pot~n,i~ '=al-\10rld GIS applications; and, 2) to
provide clr8ctlon tor further reS3ar~n i~ this aroa. As such
UCS3 personnel un~er the direction of Dr. Oo~na ?euquet is
..,
..
'"
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Aovenced Dat~ Structur~ Jnd GeoSraphlc I~for~latlon Systaus
en~a~ed in a research project ~Ith GSFC persor.r.~l which is o~in~
conducted In several phases ~ach containing a n~~oer of research
tasks.
Phase I of this project (9/1/83 - 1/31/84, 514,913.00)
Invvlved three tasks:
1) a review of spatial data structures Jnd general
approaches to storing spatial data;
2) preliminary \~ork on the dev~lop":'lent of a sei· of
primitive operations which are requiraa of any geogriJj)nlc
informatlcn system (GIS); and,
3) preparation specifications for a testbed system which
I'll I I SUbsequently be used to compar~ the Vaster data structure
developed by the principal investigator with the Topological
Raster Structure developed at NASA/GSFC.
The Phase I work was exp I Icit I y I ntended to exp lore the
theoratlcel context of cc~paratlve data strucT~re anC al~orithm
evaluation, and to aerive oetalled co~patibi Iit'l requirements, 3S
a pre I Iml nary step before actua I testl ng can take pi ace.
Ph a se I I ( 2/ 1/ 84 - 1 2/ 31 / 84 , S3 6, 58 1.0 0 ) con stit ute s the
most critical phase of this work. The primary er.lphasls of the
proposed second phase of th I s ~Iork 1'1 I I I oe to construct the:
Vaster testbed system ~Ihich \~i II be specifically talloreod
for comparability with the Topol091cal Rastel'" StructurE: testbec
system. This WOl"'k wi I I consist of major extensions to tasks 2
and 3 above:
The preliminary set of GIS pril:1ltlvEI opel"'ations aevelopGQ in
phase one ~I ill iJe ref I ned and f i na I i zed fer the purpeso of tn i s
research. Th lsi nc I uees categor r zing procedures into
functional groups.
j
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The development of the testbed system for th~ Vaster
Structure wi I I be cemp Ieted. Spec i f ice I aments ~)e i ng aaoressed
In phase two are:
a ) 1·1 ut ua I I y a9 r ee d 5 e lee t ion 0 f II rea I w0 rid II d 1) t a set s
which are to be used for the comparative tests. These data sets
are to be supp I I ed by ~lASA/I3SF';,
b) Implement. . ~r test
procedures which will be the basis of the comparative tests. The
. , ... ,,j~r ~r.: being
WI ~~r~cment between the NASA/GSFC contract
representative and the principal Investigator. Algorithms for
each procedure must be carefully selected for Implementation In
the two testbed systems to insure their compareol Ilty; and,
c ) Init i a I Test run s 0 f i' he Vas t d r t e s 'i" bee s ys t ... f.1 ,.1 i I: be
made in order to determine tne amounT cf ~dcr.ine resour~es nee ceo
to perform the actual comparative analysis comput~r runs.
This work utilizes a VAX 11/750 system currently being
acquired through an equipment grant from DEC. This system. which
was Installed this past spring, Is dedicated exclusively to
Information sciences research particulari Iy in the areQS of
spatial d~tabase ano knowledge-oaseo ;eosraphic Information sySTems.
As can b~ sean i300ve this 'Nork funced Oy r:f,StI/GSFC wi II
con tin ua I ntothac 0(,' I ng yea r. This :; ran t wI I I con tin ~ E:l to s.:: r v ~
a role Integrating this work with other research ~eing concuct~~
at UCSB ano prevloins support to this work In Ter~s of personnel
and aquip~ent as needea. We fael the syner~ism create~ oy tha
intesration cf this effort within the everal I fru~owor~ of this
otfice of University ,;ff~ir3 ~roj~cTs si~niflcantly c9nafits :oth
tAdvancea Data Structure ana Geographic Information SysTems
projects.
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Artificial Intelligence and Large Networks
Prof. T.R. Smith, Prof. J.E. Estes, Mr. R. Dubayah
Remote Sensing Research Unit, Department of Geography
University of California, Santa Barbara
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ArtiflcloJl Intel I igence and Larse Networks
"APPLYHIG ARTIFICIAL liITELLIGENCe: TO LARGE IIET:'IORKS"
Dr. T~ r enc 6 R. Sr:1 i t h, 0 r • J e f f r ey L. Star, r·: r. Ra I phD ubay e h
Departr:16nt of Geosraphy
Un Ivers i ty of Ca Ii forn i a, Santa Barbara
~ fcobleljJ
Personnel of the Information Sciences ~orking Group at UCSB
are actively involved with researchers at the NASA Ames Research
Center, investigating the use of artificial intelligence in
n~tworked information syst~ms. The problem deals with networking
~ASA centers and associated researchers in r:1ore efficient ways.
The ultimate goa lis to be ab I e to access and process
geographically dispersed data sets with the use of geographically
distributed software. This requires capabi I itles in the areas
of: dlstriou-:-ec data base managemen'l', IOils-haul netw.~rki:1g,
Information presentation, distributad problem sol ving ana
urtlficlal Intel I iyence, to be combined in new and innovr.tlve
way s.
At this time, a number of major NASA initiatives revolve
around the problems of data accesslbl I ity and transfer of
Information. In particular, the Pi lot Land Data Syster.'l, the
PI I ot Occan Data System, end the PI I ot C I ir.1ate Data 3ase
~anagement System (as weI I as a proposed Globel Resource
I n for mat ion Sy s t em} are s t r uc t u red a s I a r 9e c 0 lOP u t & rna t VI 0 r k s •
The goals of these pi lot efforts include reducing the difficulty
of finding and using data, reducing data processln; costs, an~
r.linimizing lncompatibi I ity bet\~een di fferent data sources for
researchers both within and outside NASA. The techniques of
art i f I cia lintel I i 9 e nc e he v €: ap p lie at ion tot h :i s ::: r.:> 0 I e fa. I n
.~
Artificial Intel I igence and Lar:;a ilet',lori<s
~articuler, AI se5rch proceaures, knowledge representation ana
contro I strateg i as are rs I evant for th i s task. Res9Drchers at
UCSB are focus i ng on how these AI techn i ~ues may be emp I oyed in
distributed problem-solvins, in which both data and procedures
are distributed throughout some network •
A future system, in order to respond to a user query might
require computations on several databases at one location usin8
software and hardware at a second location. The major
aspect of such a system is an AI control system with knowledge
about the databases, software and hardwara throughout the
network, and able to co-ordinate the (possibly paral lei)
processes required to satisfy the user's query.
In perTieulor such a system mi;hT ineluCe the fel lowin;
know I edge bases:
1- :,:eta - Know I edge Sase - the system's know I edge about i tse If.
2- Network Knowledge Sase - knowledge about the network and
transfer of information through the network.
3- Database Knowledge Base - knowledge about the
alstributed databases.
vcrious
t
,
4- I~age Analysis Knowledge Base - knowled;e about the 5n51 ytic
and processing capabi I ities of the various network noGes.
5- Production Knowledge Sase - knowledge about problem sol vinS to
satisfy a user's specific query.
6- Learning Knowledge Base - knowledge about how to i~prova tnd
up;rade of the system.
Eac~ of the knovll eoge bases is a top i e of research in
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Itsel f, as Is the overall contrel STructure. For a ;l.:Jrticul ar
~ppllcatl"n, ~xt'ert ~o:nain KnowladS03 bases C~n uO acc03d (I.e.,
" I
~Ineral discovery, ;eotectonlcs, vegeTation :lscrl~inaTion,
biomass l:Iopping, Change ae'tection). Finally, the rljSearch wit
Incorpor~ta results of state-of-the-art AI reseGrch concerning
a.~Trloutoa problal:l-sol vln~•
.'
• One basis for this work is researCh currently ~eln~ carrlee
out at ucsa uncer the gu I dance of Terence R. Sc•• i th, Jonna J.
Peuquet and John E. Estes which relates to the appl Icatlcn of AI
,
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In building a knowledge based geosraphlc Infor~3tion sys'tem
(GIS). This work Is currently funded by U.S. Geological Surv~y,
National Science Foundation, and DI~ltal E~ulpment Corporation. As
VAX 11/750 tor dedica+eo A1 researCh, In cooperation wltn Ji;ital
Equipment Corporation researChers.
fyture ResearCh
The research with ~IASA-Ames has important i:::pl ications for
future Image and data processln;. It is directly addressing one
of the wost difficult data-processin\; pro:> I er.lS facea ':;)y nASA. To
_.,.
, .
:
&ffectlvaly and efficiently linK the I1lvarse s;>atial data
processin:;) capaoi I ities of a gco~raphlcally cis~ersed USer
.".-"
f
."
cOOliilunlty. ,; full solution to the problem :~i II undouotaaly
_..
requ I re much further research that 'of I I I ,)0111 ore.w u~on ane
contrl~uTe to our knowled;e of now AI may oe usea to conTrol
clfflcult oata processing proDle~s.
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Knowledge-Based Expert Systems for Crop Identification
./
Prof. ToR. Smith. Prof. J.E. Estes. Ms. C.T. Sailer
Remote Sensing Reserach Unit. Department of Geography
University of California. Santa Barbara
Mr. loR. Tinney
E.G. & G.• Las Vegas. Nevada
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Koo.ledge-Bosad Exp,ct Systems ~~ IdentIfication.
Terence R. Sm I th, John E. Estes, Chari ene T. Sa I leI"
UnIversity of CalIfornIa, Santa Barbarl!l
and
Larry R. TI nney
E.G. & G. Las Vegas, Nevada.
For the past year, UCSB has been conductIng a cooperatIve
study of the application of expert systsms In the Interpretation
of dIgital remot~ly sensed Imagery. FundIng for this project was
provIded by the National Aeronautics and Space AdmInIstratIon
OffIce of UniversIty Affairs and the California Space Institute
for the 1982-1983 f I sca I year.
CalifornIa Space Institute (Calspace) Is a multlcampus
res~arch unIt of the UnIversIty of CalIfornIa. Cal space fun~lng
represents "soed " money to support bas I c research I n the space
applIcatIons area. FundIng for thIs project went to support
grl'Jduate student research -In the appllca1'lons of. expert systems
In Image analysIs, IncludIng the research of doctoral student
contInuing work In this research area In cooperatIon wIth the
Charlene Saller. Ms. Saller is presently a NASA Fellow
l.·.~
J
Johnson Space F I I ght Center.
Research being conducted In thIs area Is exploring the
methodology and components of human Imgge anl!llysls In an
agrICUltural applIcatIons area. The long term goal of thIs
research effort Is the development of an Improved understanding
of the InteractIve man-machIne environment. In such an
envIronment, as many feature Inputs as practical would be
automatIcally derived trom a data-base and Input Into an expert
system decIsion-makIng procedure. ThIs procedure could then
•r.
Expert Systems
provide "expert" assIstance to a trained Image analyst,to upgrade
and Improve the quantity and accuracy of the Information
extracted trom the Input data. The research beIng conducted for
thIs project are the fIrst steps towards thIs long-range goal.
To date, In th I s project; a I I aspects of the image
Interpretation process are being explored, beginnIng wIth the
fundamenta I elements of the human I mage I nterpre rat I on process.
ThIs Is beIng done with the goal of achIevIng an Improved
understandIng of these elements and theIr sIgnIfIcance In the
decision-makIng process. A comparlslon ot the sImIlarItIes and
differences between manual and automated Image InterpretatIon
techn I ques as currant I y pract I ced I s a I so be I ng exp I ored. Th Is
af fort I s be I n9 accomp I I shed to better understand current areas
of overlap and to betta~ define those IntersectIons of human
cognitIve skI II and machIne ter;hnologlcal capabl I Itles wherein
manual and automated procedures may eventually meet.
Severa I papers ha ve a I ready been generated from th I s work.
These papers seen I n Append I x C wer,e presented at the 17th
International Remote SensIng SymposIum at Ann Arbor, MIchIgan at
the NatIonal -TelecommunicatIons Conference In San FrancIsco,
Ca I I forn I a. I n add I t I on to these papers a number of pre I I mI nary
experIments have been conducted. These experiments Involved
sessIons where Image analysts were shown two sets of multI-date
LANDSAT Imagery. and a set of LANDSAT Images of predomInately
agrIcultural areas whIch exhIbIted varl~d agrICUltural practices.
The analysts than Interpreted these Image sets· wIth an
IntervIewer who querIed the analysts on poInts of the
InterpretatIon.
2
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Future work In th I s research area wI I I be conducted by Ms.
S,aller for her doctoral dissertation through the partial support
of NASA - Johnson Space Flight Center. Her dIssertatIon wIll
explore the growth cycle of crops In the San JoaquIn area ot
CalIfornia employing multi-spectral, multi-date LANDSAT Imagery.
Ms. Saller will be workIng with expert Image analysts 1St JSC to
develop algorithms simulating the decision logIc used In the
discrImInation of crops. The final product for this research
wIll be a series of A1 linked computer programs which will aS$lst
ar. Image analyst by provIding expert advice and the probability
at an 6rea beIng an agrIcultural area and the probabl I Ity of
occuranca of a certaIn crop In that rag Ion.
3
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Researchers at UCSi3 are in the Initial phases of oulJding ~n
Integrated research program In informati~~ sciences ~round ~
number of key themes of Interest to NASA. These themes are an
outgrowth of a thorough analysis of the current stat9-of-the-art
In the areas of: remote sensing algorithm development, spatial
data bases, artificial Intelligence, and global scale stUdies.
As seenln the preceding section projects currently underway
Invol vlng these themes InclUde: Boreal Forest Vegetation
Analysis, NASA Pilot Land Data System, Advanced Data Strl;ctures
for Integration of Image and Cartographic Data In Geobased
Information Systems, Applying Artificial Intel I Igence to Large
Networks, Global Resources Information System, and Knowledge
aa sad Ex per -to Systems for ~ r 0 p Ie e nt i f rca i i en.
Tabla I shows the Intersection of these projects WiTh the
m8jor research themes. Information Science Working Group
personnel are actively pursuing research in each of the primary
are a s 0 f res earchi nt ere s t I j s t e Cl I n 0 ur 0 rig ina I pro p0 s a I • \., e
fee I that I n each of these major areas we are mak I n9 pro~ress
towards a Cleeper understanding of a variety of signi ficant
research Issues.
During the discussions with NASA Office of University
Affairs persennel which led to the fl;nding of The Infor~ation
Science ~orkln~ Group at ucsa, two general objectives over an~
above actual research objectives were brought forewaro. It was
agreed that th i s Grant wou I d ce usee as a TvCUS i ng mechan i S;;1 to
help support the integration of on-8oin9 reseurch efforts aT
UCS3. In acdition, the Grant would also be uSeCl as a caial 1st T~
SUr.lmary CRIG~~".;-!- r .':'. < :~.]
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encourase and attract cooperative res3arch between other NASA
Divisions and NASA Centers and if possible betwe~n NASA an~ other
Federal A;encles. Again, b~sed on our work to oate, 1'13 feel '11&
have made significant progress towardS meeting these objectives.
Indeed, research discussed in this report Invol ves the Earth
Science and Applications and Life Sciences Divisions, tho
Information Sciences Office, and of course, tho Office of
University Affairs.
This work also entails major cooperative research efforts
with personnel from NASA's Ames Research Center, Goddard Space
Flight Center, Jet Propulsion Laborp.tory, and Johnson Space
Center. In addition personnel from the National Science and
Technology Laboratory (NSTU at Bay St. Louis, :.lississlppl are
I nvo I ved with UCS5 researchers in the Pi lot Lana Oata System
etfort discussed above.
During the period /4ay 1, 1984 to Apri I 30, 1985, UCSB
researchers wi I I continue the efforts as described abeve. Funding
In the coming year provides for: continuity of funding of key
staff, continuation of research activities with NASA Headquarters
and Center Personne I, fie 10 research i II the Borea I Forest, ana
matching funds for the Digital Equipment Corpor'atlon (CECI VAX
11/750 which was provided to UCS3.
\'1 I t h res pe c t to ,t he I a s tit em. UCsa I s v 6 r y pie a sec t hat the
Office ot Information Science and the Office of University
.
1
r
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Affairs have a~reed to provide a smal portion of the matchin~
funds for this equipment. \'/13 feel tnat the multiililer effects
for this project will be extro;:mel'! significant. This
2
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superminicomputer system Is solely dedicatad to information
sc I ences resaarch.
Finally, we at UCSB appreciate the opportunity provided by
this Grant from the NASA Office of University Affairs. We feel
that the area of Information science represents a real chal len~e
as we move towards the applIcation of satell ita ree.lote sensing to
global studies. The abi Ilty to use information in an effective
and cost-efficient manner, derived from the globally consistent
data acqu i red by NASA and other sate I I I tas, to como i ne these data
with aircraft and a variety of other scientific data/information
sources, Is vitally Important. Important as we attempt to
understand questions Involving the Interaction of Climate,
atmosphere, hydrosphere, I I thosphere, anG b losphare, research
conducteo under tne auspices of tnis Grant is clr.cted towards
this end.
3
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AGENCY:
P. I.:
PERIOD:
TITLE:
PROPOSED BUDGET
NASA AGENCY 4: NAG"t'l-455
J. ESTES
5/1/84 to 4/30/85
NASA Remote Sensing Infor.nation Sciences Research Group
--~
,
SALARIES*
ESTES, J., Principal Investigator
1 smr mo @ 100\ @ 5433
SMITd, T., Professor
1 smr mo @ 100\ @ 4504
PEUQUET, D., Asst. Researcher
1 smr mo @ 100\ @ 4278
STAR, J., Assoc. Dev. Eng.
2 mos @ 25\ @ 2521
10 mos @ 25\ @ 2773
/
TBD, Staff Research Assoc. I
2 mos @ 50\ @ 1484
3 smr mos @ 100\ @ 1632
7 mos @ 50\ @ 1632
TBD, Research ~ssis~ant
5 mos @ 24\ @ 1494
TBD, Senior ~iPist Clerk
2 mes @ 25\ @ 1126
10 mes @ 25\ @ 1239
SALARIES TOTAL:
BENEFITS:
Estes, J.
5433 @ .2262 (w/SS)
Smith, T.
4504 @ .2262 (w/SS)
Peuquet, D.
4278 @ .33 (actual)
Star, J.
5421 @ .31 (1984)
2773 @ .32 (1985)
Staff Research Associate
a828 g .31 (1984)
3264 .~ .32 (1985)
5,433
4,504
4,278
1,261
6,933
1,484
4,896
5,712
1,793
563
3,098
39,955
1,229
1,019
1,412
1,681
aa8
2,737
1,045
I
L
I
EQUIPMENT
," Partial fulxiinq for purchase of VAX 11/750
~ Interactive workstation
Hiqh-speed modem for workstation
TRAVEL
1 trip for 2 people for 3 days from
Santa Barbara to NASA Headquarters
1 RT airfare for 2 persons
6 days of per diem @ $75/day
Car rental and transportation
1 trip for 2 people for 3 days from
Santa Barbara to NASA/JSC
1 RT airfare for 2 persons
6 days of per diem @ S62/day
Car rental and transportation
1 trip for 3 people for 2 days from
Santa Barbara to NASA/ARC
1 RT airfare for 3 persons
6 days of per diem @ S62/day
Car rental and transportation
TRAVEL TOTAL:
15,000
3,000
1,000
19,000
1,200
450
100
1,750
428
372
100
900
444
372
100
--m-
3,566
.. '·1.
~
I:
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NASA
Estes, 5/1/84-4/30/85
Page Thr~e
SUPPLIES
Office supplies
Office equipment rental-word processor
Telephone tolls & equipment
Xerox & Library copying
Photographic supplies
Computer charges (Itel AS/6 & VAX 11/780)
Report Preparation
SUPPLIES TOTAL:
TOTAL OF DIRECT COSTS (Estes):
TOTAL OF DIREc.'T COSTS (Botkin):
O!REC'l' COSTS TOTAL:
**CVERHE~~ OF?-~~1P~S ~~TZ 25.8\:
(on $112,083)
TOTAL:
1,000
1,000
1,750
500
750
3,500
600
9,100
82,789
48,294
131,083
28,917
160,000
./ t~J
\.
,.
* Salaries calculated: Current rate X 11\ (academic) or 10\ (staff) range adjus~~ent
effective 7/1/84. ~1erit increases are added according to the appropriate title
schedule.
**Indirect cost rate of 25.8\ (off-campus) is effective through 6/30/84,
provisional thereafter.
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TITLE:
SALARIES
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NASA
D. Botldn
5/1;84 ~o 4/30/85
NASA Remote Sansinq !nfo~ation Sciences Research Croup
SWCA, Ely MM, Field Work BUdqe~
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D.S. Botkin, ?rofessor
1 smr mo 9 100\ ~ S459/mo
~.D. woods, Assistant Spec. II
3 smr mos @ 100\ @ 2037/mo
TSD, Lab Relpers (5 persons)
1 mo @ SS.51/hr @ 833 bra
3 smr mas @ S6.06/hr @ 1667 bra
TSD, Assistan~ I (5 persons)
1 mo ~ SS.501hr ~ 833 brs
3 smr mos @ SS.97(hr ! 1667 hrs
BENEFITS
Botkin
5459 @ .1612\
Woods
6111 ~ .31\
Lab Helpers
14,692 ~ .31\
Assistant I
14,534 ~ .0115\
B£.'lEFITS 'roTAL:
DIRECT COST ~TAL:
I~IRECT COSTS @ 25.9\:
TOT.\L:
5,459
6,lll
4,590
10,102
4,582
9,952
40,796
880
1,895
4,555
7,498
48,294
12,460
60,754
--~ .
Appendices
A. Knowledge Based Engineering for Spatial Database
Management and Use
D. Peuquet
B. Annotated Bibliography of Global Resources Information
J.E. Estes, J.L. Star, M.J. Cosentino, L.J. Mann
C. Applications of Artificial Intelligence to Remote
Sensing
L.R. Tinney, C.T. Sailer, J.E. Estes
•
•
••
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Appendix A.
Knowledge Based Engineering fer Spatial Database Management and Use
Or. D. Peuquet
Rere~te Sensing Research Unit, Department of Geography
University of California, Santa Barbara
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TITLE OF PROPOSAL:
~nowleage 3aseo Enginearfng tor Spatial Dataoase ~anaGemenT
,)na Usa
PERIOD OF PROPOSAL:
February 1984 TO 3, ~arch 1985
liAi.1E OF UN I VERS I TV:
University of California. Santa 3aroara
UN I VERS I TV COttT ACT:
~arsuerlte Mcintire
~esearch Development and Admini~tratron
University of Cal ifornla at Sant~ 8arb~ra
Santa oarbara. CA 93106
(805) 961-4036
Dr. Donna Pau~uet
Department of Geography
Un i vers i ty at Ca Ii forn i <9 at Santa garbar.::
Santa 3arbara, CA 93106
( 805) 961 - 3772
~EC COORDltIATOR:
::ary Kay Lawrence
DEC PROJECT SPONSOR:
Sruce Palr.'ler
I·I
\
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i:otlvation tor DEC Sponsorsri;>-
CAEf.l I s I ntorastec:: Ink th i s prolcci as \"Iii ore
uncortaking a project in the 315 and knowlea;e-ous~o 31S araas as
a critical part of our strat~£y in the Earth ~e30urces
Engineering ~arket space. UCS8 is concentrating on acvonC~G
cevelopment that we would otherwise not be ao I e to address in the
early stase of our project du~ to resource conSTraints. Cf ~ost
Interest to us Is the query language and ledrnin~ mecnanisms they
are doing, both specific to GIS.
BaCkground -
Large Integrated software packages knewn as Geogr3phic
Infor~ation Systems (GIS) have D0en d~valoped in the past fifteen
years which can perform all phases of stora£;e, rGTrieval.
manipulation ~nd reor~anizatiC)n of spatial oata. GIS oaseel on
shared databases are used fer a wide range of applications
Invol ving fundamental research, as well as government act'ivities
and ~ri vate corporate oehav ior. These app I ications re-nge from
ur03n planning on a local scala to ~Iobal resou~ce QanageQent.
GIS have already become an indispensable tool fer managing
geologic. biologic and socioeconomic data in a tlmaly and
efficient manner, and for faci I Itating the use of these data for
analysis and decision-making.
~any problems of geographic anal ysis require ~he
storage. retrieval, ~anipulation and reor;anization of datauases
that:
a) contain many eiversa data types, such as real-valued
functions (e.g., digitized elevation data, rainfall datal,
vector-v.Jlued functions (e.g., land use cata) an" functions
taking s;eneral symoolic values (e.g., pl~ce-n<lr.1e cata).
~) contain m<lny layers of elata of different ty~es,
interrelatec oy comples (Implicit) relotionsnips.
c) contain very large nl~mbers of data points.
el) 61"e employed in selvlng a large array of aifterant ~roolems.
The system \"II I I ~B developed te ex~rass cotn oo~ects
~nd spatial relations in ter~s of a logical I y-bas~o s~aTjal
lan~wcge (a su~set of predicate calculus). Since ~<lny of t~e
"reasoning" anc "Iac.rnin,;" ;:roceaures in t~.: sysTei:l cepe-no on t;,e
3;;Jllc.:ltion of neuriSTic knO'dI 3c::,e, ~Ia tere' our syst<:r.1 a
r< n c, ',; Ie.:;,; <3 - ~ .:;:; sed '..1 eo Srap n i c i:'l f ~ r ~,~ ;l t i v I, ~ ~I S t a", <:<:;:; IS j •
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Research to data has incicatad the proMise of cur
approach, anc nas ;iven riso to a lar~EI numOQr of lr:1portant
proo!ems r~q\,;jrin; much r:lora ~etailec investi~ution. T:l€: su;;port
that we <:Ire requesting wi II be. used to pursue sever,",1 of tr'~Sd
proc IOr:ls both Theoret i ca I I Y and ;;ract i ca I I y, ana to i ncorporr-t<:l
tOG resu I ts into our prototypl3 systf:lm. ~"!e be I i ~ve that our
I'" e s a a I'" c h \~ i I I I'" e 5 u I tin dI'" a1;'\ a tic i::1 pro V em e n t sin the cap ab iii t y ,
effici&ncy and versatll ity of GIS for all potential appl ication
areas •
Research to date has inaicated th~ pror:lisc of our
<:pproach, and has given rise to a large numoer of i:~pcrtant
problems requiring much r.1ore datall,;,d investi::!ati.:ln. rha su~pcrt
,. .._ ~r.;; roc;u.:sting wi II Cc: used to pursu= sever<.ll of tnese
,J j- oJ:; I ..:...... ..'; :." ° _." i c z., I: J: d ;:. r ::; Ctic a I I °1, .:: net 0 in.:c I'" POl'" g T oi;t
the resu I ts into our prototype system. :':e 06 I i eve thut cur
research wi II resul t in dramatic improvements In the capaci I it'(,
efficiency <:Ind versati I lty of GIS tor all potential Gl~;>1 icotlon
areas.
An Overvi~w of tne Proposed Kesearch -
Preliminary research by the investigators into the
construction of a knowledge-oasco GIS has inGiCaT<:lG that r~cent
developmenTs in AI, database ana spatial ~ata procQssin~
teChniques, altnouSjh oeveloped by independently evol vin:;
technologi~s. can be cOr:lbineo and appl ieo in the construction of
a new anG QU i te oi st I nct type of GIS lolh i ch \~ i I I overcoo":le. to a
significant de~ree, many of the inacequacies exhibited in current
GIS. For example, ::luCh research in AI is baseo on th",
development of knowleage-based (or heuristic) search ;roceo~r1S.
These can be comoined with tree-oaseo storage ana reTrieval
tecnniques developed within the fidld of oatabase manaGarn&nt bnd
t ha I'" ec e n t a €I vel 0;> h1 en t sin t I'" eest r U c t ures en a a I go I'" i t n l~ s for
spatial daTa ap;>1 icaTions. This cot.'loination coul';; pvT<JnTi.=ll;
yield a system with data volume capecities, levals of effici~ncy,
ana ran:;es .:f app I i CZlt ions we I 1 Deyona T~ose T:1aT aacn ooc',' of
knowledge alone caul d provide.
The integration of tncsc ~ul ti?le techr,ologi~s inTo e
sln;le SySTem TO handle ;ao;rapnic 08T3 must ce cone
simulTanaously 30 'rhat tne various capaoi I iTies provioec 0'1 ~::lC;'
can c or.1 p I eon e n t The s e 0 f t h a 0 t h a r 5 ~ n d :;; i v Ii: r i sat 0 d sin:.; I a,
cohesive syste~. Since the conSTruction of such a sysTe~ h~S nOT
'i ; t b t;} C: nat t e r.~ ;H .a a , the :.l e tho c: 5 of i., t a;; r ~ t i :) n.;; I I r n E: 1'71 S a I oj E; 3 ;',:,
~ topic of tne ?ropos~o rQsa~rCh.
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S~rvey, is ~esisneo to damonSTr~Ta thct AI techni~ues CCln be ~seC
ina GIS to cea I 'If i tn pract i ca I ;eoSjraph i c prob J =(;IS. Th.:: ~/orK
consists pri:,1eri Iy of bui lain; ~ small "proof-cf-conc~PT" S'/ST'W.
This system is currently restricted to ans~erin; querids in a
given domain. This domain centers around the use of remoTel y
sensed data for natural resource problems. In the process of
carrying out the initial work, a number of areas requirins basic
research have arisen which are beyond the scope and d~ration of
the inltialproof-of-concept project. \':13 believd that the
proposed current research is ev J I ,:re i~,lporT3nT t:HJn tne ~roof­
of-concept research in ter~s ~f its potential impact on GIS
teChnology.
The proposed research is lntenceo to invesrlgClte
several funcam~ntal ~uestions which nave ariSen curin; tns cours~
of our prel i~lnary inv-3stigation. These ne\~ questIons enCOll1pass
four areas:
1. Questions concerning the performance of ana modification
to the d~tabase structure
2. Questions conc3rning the definition of spectra in
Guaatree structures and their use in aeriving s~arch he~rlstics
3. QUastlons concer~ing extonsion of tne knowlec~e-case
~epresen7a7ion and t~e assOCia7eG s~arc~ ;roc~:~ras
4. Questions concernios the concept learnin~ algoriThms
Del I v era b I e s /1.1 i I est 0 ne s -
I. First de~onstrable system ~/hich can ~n$'Ner <:. limiTec ranse of
queries and update I I~iteo components of The da7aoase Decemoer,
1983.
2.
3.
4.
I
-/ c;~.
I
, 5.
,
7.
Rule-learning component anc autono~ous datcuase ~oai ficaTion
functional June, 1984
Concept learnin~ and query (an;ua~e functional Jul'l.
19B4.
Spatial spectra and search h~uristics functional GC7ooer,
1984
Complete Demonstration system functional Decemo~r, 193~
COdin; for prototype syst~m oegins January. 1935
Sutlr.lisslon of technical report on ce~onstraticn 5'1579;.1 ;·~arcn.
1965
The conpl etion of 7h~ Qe~onstration syste~ 15
c~nsic~rec 70 re;resent the COQpl~Tion of tne c~rr~ntly
_I _,.,
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phase of th~ project. Upon compl~;ion of the de~onstration
system, 0 hands-on C:~monstraticn of its capaoilities \/ill 00
provided tor DEC technical personnel ~t UCSS or at th~ DEC
s;> 0 nso r 's f J C I lit I as i n :.j" rib 0 r 0, 1·1 ass., ,..I hie h "" 'I a r i s fll U t ua I I I
d&terminea TO be most ap~ropriate•
The technical report on th~ dernonstr~tion system wi I I
consist of a technical description of the primary components of
the systeM and an in-depth aiscussicn of the knowled;e gaindd via
its construction. Discussions of the general concepts associated
with specific aspects of the system wi I I al so be prepar~d fer
~cbl Icatlon In sChOlarly jo~rnals d~ring the course of this work.
~lsk Assessment -
Ther(;J Is ,10 I ar;a ~. . .. ct.
The proposed research represents the first attampt TO int3srate
I,' u I tip len e '..I t ec hn J I oJ • i -.; :
of this, no Marketable softwdra ~r~~~~~~ .:
ne~ded from th i s project. ~owever, kno~/1 ed~e ~III I be Ga i ned
concerning the basic principles involved and this kncwled~e vii II
be of specific use in a current DEC project. It should De notGc
that the working LISP is essential for this J:roject. UCSS has
a:;reed to be a DEC LISP fie I d Test site and any jjroo 1 er"s ~I i ih
that ~rcjl,;ct ',Ylil c~u~e .:i sl i;J in tneir SC~"';\Jld.
Value of Proposed Research -
DEC Techical Evaluation group estiMat~s that a mlnl~um
of t'II0 man-years could be: saved in development of sir.1llur
functionality. This research wi II have direct bearing or: tne
CAE~'s E~rth Resources ~arket strategy for prO~UCTS of tnis type.
;le fee I the research warranta a Vex 11/750 c I ass systtil,"o'l. Th.::
a;, I I i ty of DEC to use t~e resu I ts of th i s reSE:liJrch \1 i I I 013
9 rea t lye n han c e d 1fth e: \1 0 r k were don e u nd e r 'I ;.: S (;j n d.,' i t haD EC
version of LISP. UCSG orl;lnally Inte~ded to use U:IIX and Franz
LISP to do this project. Therefcre, CAE~ is req~estinJ th~t in
addition to the 50~ srent asainst the purChase of the 11/750
configuration, that DEC grant a lOa;; allowance fer t~G ,',ier,lOry Q~':;
so f twa r t:l Tor un V:; San d LIS P. Aad i t ion a I me ri, 0 r y i s n Gee ~ c '~u e TO
the unusua I r.1er.lOry requ i rements fur- DEC LISP.
Current Status -
A r~search t .. am heacec by the invastigaTors, is
currenTly partially fl.:nded by t:1'" U.S. Geclogical S~rvii;y TO :l:.JII;;
a simple proof-of-concept system. This systa~ wi I I h~vc ~
limiied r:ln;e of qU€lrles and '"ill also;,o rilstricTi:O in ';-,';' si.;:,:
;j;; c v;;:r i:Jo I I i "j'{ of tne orCitabasa.
5
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Support for the 9xpand~d ~ork h~s also been requ~sted
fror,l the ~:aticnal Sci<:nca Founcation. This ad<Jiticnal support is
to be u:; 6 d Pr i r.l a r i I Y t::) pro v ide s a I a r j est0 t h Go j nv ;;:; t i :;} a tor fer
~s and sraduate researcn assistants for time devoted to this
project •
Tech n i ca I Status -
DEC and UCS6 a 9 r e e to [., e e ton a qua r t t:l r I y J a sis t 0
obtain project status, demonstrations of functional software and
discuss technical problarns and soluticns of the projact. ucsa
providing an account ana modem on The research machine 'wi I I
enable Digital employees to send and receive el ectronic ~ai I fro~
ucsa per sonne I.
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~1~~lan5~ d~~a ~s~~m ~~=il:t:~~. an,~ ~rc~~~~ ~rcuuct UJa ~~r S~=~
:~s\:i~llr'le.
~raft : Report. =ar~:: 3u~3r Sum~~r~
ADS S'::'ucv Of~i=~ GSFC.' 1\:.. (,.7 Nov;!(.'tJ~~r 11. 1';7':;
To iden~i~'1 anc svaluat~ OST~ ja~a 3~stam c=nceC~$
~hlCh :culd provl~e users with read~l I usab:e ~a~a ~~a~ lS
:.,'·\l::?I""':ad t·;:) f::r:r: a firoT\ d2Ci:;l.:;r.-1l"d.l:"lg ::",S\" fo::r .~~c:.:mmercl:"!;;
:cng-t2rm =l~nning t= CS7~. ~150. t~~ ~ged_ ~O!9ctlvS~.
n~cn3ni=3. ~e~u:ranen~sJ 3~d men~cement ~~c~~~enc~tl~~S f=~ ~~3
2t ... z\Wlnan .ia=a C:~i:C;?pt .!1nc 9ach dl=C:l':l:.~J. r:-.ra Ji.;:l.;=::j.
canel Report 2~mmaries and Fecommended Qver~~: 5v$t~m O~~~
::cnc~;Jt. Dra,:t ~ f.ecor~. Fart r: i'io'le'l1cr.:r 11. It"":;
C::;ec:uti'/e '3ummari::5 0': :he 11 work:hco :lar.al;:; .~.r=
an analysis ~~ the di~=loll~e r~cor~: a~d
a comnlonal it·, .ilf1:i11'/S15 .:IT 'C'"Ie::!oO\t", cal t.U':'':l on :'.~=
5crawman Data Conc~c~. Withi~ 3.ch tl:C:':l~~
re~li::'?d thc:.t t·!ASA .i\c::~..li:~'?d so.?ca -=at.a 1= or.i'"
Land ~esour~~s Panel 10
~epcrt l"clude$ a ~~tai19d ~et ~~ ~e1ui~ements.
~~=c~mGncatjcns~ ~~nclwslo~S~ ~nd needs. :ra =~~=:u=i=~~ ~n:l~d~
~ nsed ~~,.. ~n ov~rall integrated dat.il Syst=~: the sys'Cem sh~uld
b.a i'iAS~ and r~l.;....t~d remC:·t~ s~ns::.:tC; r:5:?~r",=h:' l_~~~r ·;jrl~rt~d~ 'tht?
~~erall data .VS~9m Inculd ~e an enc-to·.nd svsceml an~
sl.~b::ecl~ent ;Jl~rr,i:1; f-:Jr th''? :V$",:!!('\ ,·nL\:;t ::~r.ti~\..te t= r-.a'lQ
~i~~i;icant disClollne re~e~rc:her:~5er int3ra=ticn.
~~c=m~e~dations by t~e land rescurcs c~rel i~=l~ca $c~~l,31
emohLsis on the development o~ ~ catalcging ~urctlon f~l- ~a~a •
• l~c~r=nic crderln~ cf t~e data. thQ usa o~ ela~~rc~i=
~r~ns~isslcn Q~ :~e j3:a ~or th? resaarcher3iusers. ar~~i~i~c c~
t~e ~ata raw an~ corr9C~Bd, Bnd ~oll~Wl~~ t~~ ca~a r2ouir~mart~
:.31Q CLLt 11 taDla ~~r;nat In t~e r~~'~rt ~cr spec:ra:~ ~pa~ial. ~n~
~~mcor31 r~scl~:lcn =+ the jata.
",
T·:! :Jet tar
. ',.
j~~l 3rc ~~I~~cr~ a r3~ea~=~ or~cess :ra~ ~O~Ol~e5 ~M~ l~~?~~~~9S
:~t~ ~r'cmndny SCt~rC2$ th:i ;rirCl~l~ ~·es?~r·:r W~::. i.r~~ ~~ ~::.
:~~l~~~a ~~i·~'ersltles .3n~ t:~e~r r~~~~-ct~0:~~onG?1 ~rd ~?C:~-6:
~~~~~r:~ i~5tall~t:ons SL.O~~~t~j ~./ ~'~1'~'~:3 i~Cust~v. ~~
r.
r
ORlGI:'\!J.I.L P;:',•. ' . <~
OF POOR Q~ALrt~;
~~~o-~ ~Mcw.~ :e ~nds~t3~~~n t= ti~ ~Ol,ve,tlc~~l 3~C r~j~~~~
3\?n5i~g ~~ta ~~r ~!~r=loqlc 3tucie~~ -~~5e a~~c~t~ lnC-L~C~
cl;ii:",l ·:atc?l~lllng CT do:ii:~ ~;C:"'lrc:ss. :.nC'I~::'il;·g t.-·:! :1:::: • • =1'"'1 .:..:
13'i~1 =~~ ~.!~3 \~Y$t~m ==r~·eC~3~ !rj 1;~cr~f8r'~~c~c: ~= ~.~~-~ a~~
~c:a.•:~::~S • .... n::'ed fOI'- :.:1 aL:::'r"'car-l~':e mc-.iI:.\~~·1\ent :hl:.C·3cch'..J.
:r.an ..:\4:;stnE::nt empnaSl s. o='\r.d.r ;',I(\-=\t-I!:r h t"o".i th ~n : -.C;"·:1at5ed ';'!".c-i-t ...1S:'·~
""1 ":.j",:.n NA3A ::\li.j .~lnt:1ng others +:c ~latl i .... ~rocess ddta ,;at~~e~::!c •. ::.
\:ritlC3!. T~il~ proJ.:;c:t sho~llj '~dV~ strcr:q ':Scl,=nCZ'irS-S'::'_l:"'"C=
~anagemBnt ~aYlaW and staf~. and lnclude n.C35Sary tea~ ~e~3cnnel
to ~e~ine aigor~tl,ms and couple cata 5e~$.
G~c!oqY ~nd Gacd~naml~g Fanel
Dr·.:,f::. 1 F.epor't: F·al"'el ft3 wc:tcber .:;:-~:.:. 1':;-::-'1
5Qac~ tech~olog\1 is ~ee~ad ~c ~~v21~p a ,cn-~g~ewaQi ~
r3scurce ~~o~ram and to ccnduc~ resear~h t= L~cr~ase ~~~
::!ffect: 'Ien~ss ::d' ncn-r~newabl ~ (":!scurce .i.ss,?ss;n~l"\t. :=::01 oratl en
develooment al"'d globdl scale ~anag~memt. The Qoal~ ~~9 tC ~2v~1~D
g:otal cacabllit~es fer determlnlnt t~e com~051tlcn 3n~ ;5Qmetr~
CT materials • .;-,nd to imorove ~.he IJndGlr3t31,ding o~ ;;'h'?;l~cmetr/~
c=mpcsit:on and evolutIon o~ tne ?artn ';-'$ It reiat?s to no~­
renewable ~esource lnvestigaticns. Pecommenda~io~s ~cr th~
geclcgvigeodvnaml: panel lnclude the "eec ~cr r33d~lv acc9ssible
data. NASA s~ac?-acqulred data s~culd be ~nlfcrml I orljoed. Btl
NASAcata $hcul~ haYE a f~ll cedl~re3 wIth r3spect t~ c3l1bra:icns
:.:.rH: .:~·:=!_.t·?·=\l c-r !T!€;?:?s'-u~~rnl!'rlt:·;;. a.:-ld ~ ...'\'::-. -::e:~.?""".'· :l:ile i~~C
C:".~wld ~tlas
Dr:lf ~ .: ?ane:
::::ecort of
lf4 Feouar'l
"
Glcb~l weather. cli~ac? S9verg 5t=~m5. ~~c?r
atmosphere. and air qualIty are rsvlewed inci;:du~ll~ wi~h t~e
~ain em~hasis on ~Nplcrinq and ~evelc~lng c~oao:lit~ss ~= =cll~c~
~nd .:Jlc;est -j· .. ta 01"' ':51.1ch a c'''....~Il',ic: sub )e:c:":.. .; ~c.!\l of t.,,?
3tmcsonerlc" ~an~l is t~ o~tain ef~icie~t ~nd e~f9ctl.e U~9 o~ 3
:cmmcnali~'.' of obsarvat:cns en a s~/noctlc ~ca19 be!'av~~r ~~ ~~~
atmosphera. Fec~mmendatlons in:lude ~r?at~r ~C=2551~i;~~~ :f
data~ ~roce5si~g past and ~r~5ent data to a p~ln~ w~2rn It can ~e
used. pr~oar5tlon of indlvidual ~a~3 5Et5. a~d =ev~lccmen~ c~
cac~:c~ing 3vstem a~d data Cl~2Ctc~v.
Oc~an5 ~~nsl Reocrt - P~ell~:~ar\~'
Wcrkshco ?~r91 #3 October :8. lC~~
~ ~ :ffia!"" t :'''L~\t
::i'3c;:,c:~·;e;. :\r,j
c~n~wcts ~c12r~i;i~
l~=ludes :~'Ie~tlqa~~r~
·.....·\/·?~t:ic;:·.~::.cn
1 r1 ~~.C~~C('=:flli:: =.
ORlGli!l'U. t...:-:.~·:: '~
I)F POOH C~:;:,Lrl\'
"
::"lr'~ac~ ::"'t..: ., ·~5 '.veIl :,lS:a:::l:it:- d':;t.~. ;. J);o,rt;"'er,::j~L~ I'J~~:1 '::;..:
~C:·,o\t.ln ~!!'sanr=;, ::CI,"·,r,l,n:t',". ..:..rd ,:;,.~ :'1n~d t': ~J.\/:J -:~C ..:. .1',:::--J
~va~iabl~ to ~~d;Jc~ ~O·3~. ;~~~.lll~e~ca~i~~; ~~:l~:~~ ~ ~=.'4~
~~5~On51\la ~ppraa=h t= ~J~~r ~a9d~ ~~. ~:~~~ j~~3 ~=~':~~.~~ i~':
S~lJ~lOns :hou:d ba fcrwa~~ loc~~~~.
Data ACaL~i$itlC~. Diz~rl~u~lon a~d O~al~a~icns Re:crt
F'!lnel #8 rec~mc~r 14, l=tir:l
T~sra ar9 ~otablv mora ~1;~lrl~an~ m6naq~ment than
~.~cnf".i '::al :. ::SLteS ",hi.:h ~("r; 1 i.,tli .t:.ll"':: ~nc! !',ll ~ =cn~i "L~g t=· 1:. ,ni ~
~he ao~licati=n and usa of da~a c~mrn~nicatlons t~c~n~!~G~. .~e
i··ic~t ~1i1n:';l=3n"': is~t..~~ i.~ .a l,;..nqL..aqe 'J~.:; .;~r;··;eer. ~~'S ::-:l..;':,a-r!":f?n":,:
1escribin; tre disc:~l~ne ne~cs 3nc ~t~ta~~n~s OT ~G9~~ ~~
~Dtacligh ~ata ransco~~ SY5t~m. Gr~wt~ ~~ tna ~J3 $v~tam to
o~~~~r~ more ~unctlons is not l~~~l~ ~o r~11 l'to ~;g~1~L=1n~
'=~,=h'"llCal limit .... tiorls :n thc= =hart ,.. ...In. L:.ml::"n:.cns "~:·~l~ In th~
c~~s-::. o-f c?li'ler-inq hlgh band~J.i.ct:., j..:tt. ...~ ':~ ~~mot= lOC:-!\':lC:~s.. C.ata
~r.ns~ort svstems ~ust h ....vs bu11t-i, uzei=agt .c=~untlng
c3paoill~1~S. T~Bn5PQrt of projuc~~ t~~t ~r~n't ~l~c~ronl~a~lv
rapr~gen~ed should use avaliatl. ~ac~nol~q~ 5UC~ as pnYSlca:
transport ard 31cctronic ~r3nsport.
~r:,;,::",,'!\,a"::cn c;:t.-::;.ct:.::;!. ~roca5~t-.C;.
::":01-:,"":. ::'.~.r ~l "'; ;":c ... .:;-,~:L~f:-!" : ': I ':-~
. _..
(:"•. I\.., ;= _"'c:: : : ~:. e ;-
Ad~reSS2S major issue~ 1n t~e ==~~~~L~=~~O~ .~~ cs·r~ :~ta
3vstem'$ and T\..!nctlons o~ r=tDS to L;5al-S. :·;dopt·:;: ce-tln:.::·;;r,',; '=0,-
~eve13 of processin;. ~~t~rmi~e~ ~L~~=t~o~~ 5~rV2d ~y A~S.
:?';:3mine'5 mani:\gement. ar·d lnrcr"'mat:.on ~;:tr"':',=~~Qf1 :.~l:~rna~i·/'=s ~::r
~,~t.r-':\\:":lcn o~ i:ifarmaticn ff"jir. ,j:.~ta =~\~lbr"'~r:~c ":'~ ~rg:'I~I~f!·r~n,~
-'lr'ltli. 3erv~s as a co:.,seline for Tlor", c~Il:[j·~~~er"l';;i'/:? c:.l"' ..·.~: .. ::; I;:
tl' ~ f'~\tt.ll'"e.
Applic~ticns of F5mot~ 3en~~rg
J.P. ~o~d. J.e. Clml~o. C. ~lac~l
3pace ;~utt12 Columb:a V:ews ~he ~o·:~ w~tr :~aqi~; ~~cs~
T~s SIR-A E~~er~msr~
.:TPI_ P'.lblic:ati·::n 3:-'=15 J",n":3rv 1. 1':;'33
f'::t s~l.:?c";,i:>:"'! of '::.:i scen~s c7.so1r..1.v:'n9 ~h'~ c:;cal~li:.J:·...· 07
t.,e mi=~cwave r-amc:a sansor s~'stem ~or ;8~:~gv, ~'.·~;~~:ca/'.
a~ri~u!tur~. fcr~5~ c~·J~?r~ ~c~~~ sL,rfaC2 f~6~:~r~5. ~~~ pr~m:~~!~:
.n~n-m3de ~truct~r?s. r'1~ ~:nagss ~r-'~ ~cC~'nC~~l~C ~~. ~ _~~d~?c '~S3
/:::.L. r::c~·. c;.F:. J:l~·lnscn. ~.;\I. t'::''2~S:1''"
:r?3~:ng ~ ~r~dg~ ~~twe9~ ~Qtncte ~e~sl~q l~d ~~/~·~ol=q:~
~~cel'2. NASA-CF.-t7(:~~:7 Flnc:'\l Report ·ja;lu~\-"","/ 71. :':;'a::::
Fart of a long-cerm stud~ to dmcerml,e tho ~uitabilitv
~~ ~ra$~nt 3nd olanned r~mote sansing c~nab~l:t~as f~r unabl?
h'drcloglC ~cdels. The need ~cr the st~~~ rmsults f~om lew
~ccuracv of land ohase models of the ~vdrolo~lC ;ariacles
·n:?as~~~d bv ~l:~er!!n~ 5en$Or~. St~dY pre~an~~d l5 ~~ ~~lj~~ ~n~
;ao tnat ~~?VSn~~ effgc:ive use of remotal~ ~~n3Ed oa:3 ~~
~~~dl~i~g a =omp~t3:icnal alqcrlt~m to ~cdifv the m~d21 to a cne-
J:o-cne ~el~tlcn~~Lo ~etwe9n r~moca!Y sa~sed vaJ~ia~i~s.
7h~ S:F-8 S~~enc~ Plan
!:n~[;pr.q F.<.\dar Scianc? working Grol.\O
JPL PublicatIon 82-79 C~cember 1. 1~8:
;G1rv<?g, as a refersmc:? for the t..,.p~s c.;. t;;,=osC:lerl;;,l":~C:.
sensor. and ~roc~s31ng experiments which are oossibl? and prov~~~
broad gU:da!ines ":or tha orq~ni=ation of tha mI5s:cn. 7h13 13 a
;·1 qni f: .::ar:t =t~o in I.tnderst.!'lndi"9 t~.~ optllr.l.Im '."l\?\.,i:"1q g:?omet:"'l es
~c~ '/~~~=W$ a=~l:=acions. ~ct~ 5Clerti.~~c a~d ts~~~cl~~::~:~ ~~at
!
.'
Frcc:a9ding. 0+ SFIE Volume :91
Com~uter-ASslsted Phctoqrachic Interpr~t~tlC~ ~e5Qar=h ~~
'-:. 3. ~~"",Tt'" :ngir:eer TC1ocq:'-:\ph:'c Labo,....a"to~:e~ ~!_~eAt::T:..)
:;c.~it :1-:3. 1?81
A prcgr~m in ccmoutgr a3s15te~ ~hc~~-t~t~rc:"'a~~tl=n
~e5aarch hBS orcduc:gd a chctograonic int3rcr~ter en~:vzl~g ni;r:
~~s~lution aerIal phot~graohv ~hl~h interf3C~~ d~~~~tly :~ a
cc~outar ~~d gaograchlc in":ormation 5vst~m. Inlt111 ~~cabil:tl~S
incl'-Id~ P01f~t ;:,osi:'lor,inq. mer,s\.\:"",,,tlcn. :;tereoscc:;;:nc .:\,~.;::. 3C=.;'\.~='.
\:,r3 ,=;-=""tl~n ",rod pla·,b,,:.c:k.. "wid ele·.. atl::J:-l d:'.:\ta ~~~·:i?C':::'Cr.. ,':e"',
caoablt~~~~S i~clude $terao~r3p~lc ~~per~c5i~ic~t ~ J~~ital i~.a~g
:.·,c,r!:: ~~.~~-:i·='I'" !\r\d lnt..:?qr-at:.:n: c.,: w·);nor~.::1i·= Cc·ti::~.l ::'a:'- C:E\mar~
;~ot~qra;nv ~s GIS sour=es. T~i's ~ro:a~t :~ ~~n:!2V~C ~o t1 a~
eVclu~lcn~r'~' ~c=rcac:, t~ t~e di~:tal ~al~to;~aohlc f~a~ur~
cl~:r~ct:cn pr~qran.
~~:I;Q~n::'.3 R~mota S!nsi~q Cc~~i~~?~
::; ? r.: ~m.n:~ r"'; C .? t 1 c· n s t:.J t h e= :... Z\ t ~~ ': =:""1 ~ a r- "/ ,Ed: 1 :·li i :3 t.
:.; 1 ".. ~~:~ ... -. ~~'"
•
" "_ ' I" i /
/ ,
..... OF POOR ,,_t_U'',_.L,",%"
t'=...,_r,,_l,{2=aD_. :.:.%"-I=P_ I:'_I" "...=tL=.':=r_.l_ :._,':_I'._S. ;_=__,tJ.....
.. ,_en,-_nq ,n Ca!!';=:'n=a.
/
. ---,F. Jt_r,nson. --.,.._,;_.:. T.'.'I•',_ee-ar
. .._m.....',v _c..m_=ec_ and Cth_r Mea_-:u_-ement _ _:_;-
H,/dro! cg ,.c herz,._i Av-_raqes. MASA-CF:-I 7,D_7
October .31. 1=52
0ascribes a mecino_ _or :orr;bin:n,g mez,surement_ with
,.._idel','d_ver_en= a-_aria! scalm-= inc accz,racies _..-cevel,:,_ a _cund
ch-_-cretical b-_se @or makir,_, model moci._cation'_. .'he _,c:_ _
the a=ucv i-_ iimitec t: the crc_lem c:: :_aigninc ._eignt.=.:c :cint
Cata• i ine cata, and distrlbuced data _(or _.ntrv i,-:_.oa model.
F,.B. _=,-_..... __, A.S H,_u__t=n, & R.F'. He,,'_on :NA_.A,"JSC) . D.B
Bot_::in. J £. Estes. & :_.H. 3trah!er (u_,_m
_,e_,-in-_ .__r the Seventh Internaticna! S'/mpo_i um Machine
Processinc. c-,:F,emcte!v Sensed Data•
Monitoring Gic.bal Vegas.arian June I_-2_. 1_81
Inventerv and mcnitcrtng o,_ the world'_ './e,_etaticn __n
its current status an_ tem_cr'al _,,namicl is _-scusse_. The neeC
ant c_abilitv ;cr inccrDoratinc satellite imager,,', -ensar_.
,==,_,cut..=_.--., at-." '_:i_ s ',;_.c?.nl =..=_,=_- ard a:n::. I " _.t_,,. data. :=_e,z_er. w: :h
__-_;.-:l_:..-:_ =r' ;,.._!__._._-_._.&tl3", a_._DJ.::,"-_'= ==,,f; b_ "_ _' ,'_.. tl -_'"
t,:q_t_-..r. _,n,ch :r, a gl:_il _:a, -_ :_u._ z_=C in =._,emor.itcr:,-,9 :-:
t.ne Earth's vmce_aii_n
A Study to '_denti .,/ Research Issues in the Area _4
Elect;-cmagne_i= i'leasurem_nt-_ and Signal Han_ilng o4 F;em=t-_!v
Ser.sea Data.
NASA "4AB-9-16U_G Julv I';:B2
_:esear=h ,_.=ommends, ticn_ and z_rDacmes _cr handling
remotely sen=.eC dat_ at_ di ..... =_c , =eu. Fundamental r_.=_earch in
minimization c4 vibrational and thermal sensi:i'.'it"/ C4
:n_tantaneeus zensor b_resi_ht tin,._t ;_ill aide in _utur _-
regls_raticn an4 ,-ec_.i&icaticn =. images. Fe__ei,r=h in v_iC_;iz'_
large .-.,-,.= -i ....= :oticS point_.', -..r=.._r- sDrr---_%d4'_n"=___=. =17 _nal "S_.,_ =. 3,_,-_
m_mast.{rement :.i,_,culc_be eupDorteC. Strong sui£port c. .....=,__._ i n
_:._.=c_r arra'; _11 i. .iioe in ,.._ni_orml_,_,and =.ta_'li_,/. _. ":_e
arrays. E44orts are n_edea it, r__icm__.:-ic cz..li_r=:tion at all
_a,,eier,gth ranges .:rjr_recillc:n and a::ur._cv ac._ _nan :=uDied
•_ith or,-_car-draC, ._ _,: c
-::.c,-,al b,a_:d!inc. arc_ _rcces_.._G ._-= .-costumer.tied."3r ._=_+--".....
a.,_:rsc=iDr, an_.regi_'r.-a_innt._c:-,niqu:=.._._:,:' ,:v=..-al_hilD£O=l_'_i'n
• . -r-_- (n .% ; ' . .G_-::L'nd ac, r.a oroc-s£ir, c ;s r=_._.,n:r,_ c .;._rm_t=,n',. D _.ce.ner,t -:
.<5':...aaqai,_,=.t c;-it.=ri:i c._ c_=t. ti he,, _,'d _::'.:r._c.,. Eu.:::cr: _:.:r
•:: _'"_'_l _'/,=c,_m J_'_i ._.'i", _,"_ :I,_"; ' _tl .._ i -_ _ :.-_'-';._r,r"-'._
i".
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~s'li~ed S~atu~ ~~ ~~~~li:~! ~~:nQ~e 3ens:rq ='~c~r~~s
~~tarndt~=~~l 5cc~~~~1 ~~~ ?~otc9r~m'nor~\ ard ~,?fnc~~ ~a~~l~~
':'cril :c2·:
MaJer jevel!~cments ~f ~~rnot~ iens~rQ =r':~~~ms :I~ l:he
~~Qlnni~c of lQS: arm d:scusse~. The SD~C~ Shuttle. ~u~~i­
l'1iss:cn t1cd~;1.?r'" Sc.c.c:c!"'a~:. I!-ar.:!dnc: :'Ind I:';:'~:;" :':'~1:;'.1 S!'tal:::.t?
SY~tem. The~.t~c M300Q~. and Thg 31cbal F~~it\cni~g svst~m ars
~ll ~3ced with pO!lCY l~sues e~~ecti~q :hg ~Li:cinQ~ ooar3~i~~.
an~ nanaging o~ these sv~tsms. I~sues inc:u~e: sllmin.~:=n o~
~~~of~ndable launch V,?hlC:8S. ellminatlon Q~ ground s~~tlC~
t~~c~ing 3nd dat.? n~t~or'"k. ~anag~manc ~~ =c:rgt:or31 ?a~:h
~b~ervat:'cl"'. 30ac:r..c:",C\·t. and ::omme""c:'al c,[):::r:l'::::.on OT l"'~UIc:t::
sen~ing satsll:~e sYs~?ms.
-Ir:.. '_. ~~ck. T.N. K~efer. ~ E.2. Johnsonl Hvd~: C~r~cra=ion
St:"'at~glas ~cr Using Remotal" 2e"sed Oat~ I~ HYdrologic
Models.
NASA-CR-66729 July Zl. li91
Assess capabiliti~s oi :urront and olanned remot~
Se~Sl:"1Q s:/stems for improvlng commonl" '.,sed 'i'''drologic and r:''1er
forecasting models. P~ovides the basis for Qvaluating t~e
usa·ul"e~~ of remote se~sing ~e.5urements ~or ~'1drol=9ic mOdel~
~~ ~h~~:- c-~sent st~:~ and Wltt~ m~~cr ,ncd~.~lC3~1~~S.
Al ::ert Rc,ngo
~emote Sensing o~ Snow ~nd !c~: A Revi~w ~; Feiear=~ in ~:~~
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APPENDIX C
Global Resources Information System, Progress Report
John E. Estes, Jeffrey L. Star, Michael J. Cosentino, Lisa J. Mann
University of California, Santa Barbara
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory is conducting a study to
define the basic design criteria and operating characteristics of
a Global Resources Informaiton System. As part of this effort
UCSB researchers have been compiling background material and
aiding JPL personnel in this project definition phase of GRIS. A
bibliography of past studies and current work on large scale
information systems has been compiled with partial support from
this grant and is included as appendix B of this document.
All resources, remote sensing and general library, at UCSB
were examined in preparation of this bibliography. This
bibliography pl'esently in draft form will be of real value as we
progress in our research on large scale spatial information
systems. The materail in this bibliography will be continuously
updated throughout the lifetime of this grant.
A draft report "Global Information Sytem: A Concept
Paper (JPL Publication 0-1524, F.e. Billingsley, J.L. Urena, J.E.
Estes and J.L. Star) is now being circulated for comments. A copy
of this report is included in Appendix C. of this document.
In the coming ~onths, UCSB and JPL researchers will continue
to interact on this project and aid JPL in defining user
requirements and opprational scenarios.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
Future National Aeronlutics and Space Administration (NASA) flight
missions and, in particular, the planned Space Station will provide an un pre.
cedented potential for advancement in the Earth Sciences in the next decade.
However, the new requirements that will be levied by the scientific community
will also create a challenge for the implementation of information systems
that will improve scientific productivity to a level that allows for the
realization of this potential.
In man's attempt to understand the Earth and its environment, enormous
amounts of data are being gathered from many different sources. The extreme
dispersion and sheer quantity of this data historically have made it extremely
difficult for space and terrestrial applications scientists to access data of
particular relevance to their work or even to learn of its existence. Problem
areas of greatest concern have been the poor quality, poor usability, and
inaccessibility of relevant data.
The demands upon NASA's information interface to the user community are
evolving along with the research objectives. The complexity of the environmental
and resource processes that affect the habi tabil tty of the Earth requi res a
multi.disciplinary approach to the understanding of the natural phenomena
and their dynamics. Increasingly, the reauiremerlts i~vohe comprehe~sive,
raulti-mission, multi-disciplinary investlgations that require data from many
sources, both from space sensors and from conventional sources. In addition,
it has become apparent that certain disciplines interact, using parameters
generated within the purview of other disciplines. There are commonalities of
needed source data and parameters among the uses and users in many Earth Science
discipline areas. One study (Reference 1.1) shows that, considering all disci.
plines and parameters, on the average over 3 1/2 disciplines are served by
each parameter derived, and each parameter could be measured by over ten sensors.
The task of locating and assembling data frOM several heter0geneous
sources, and then integrating the data into usable correlated data sets, has
become a technically formidable undertaking. This work frequently consumes a
sizable fraction of the total resources available for a research investigation.
The earth-watching satellites of NASA and other national and international
agencies provide a wide spectrum of detailed data about the earth's resources.
Heretofore, the state of the art in information science wdS such that, to
perform broad-scale scientific researCh, drawing upon multiple data sets from
different sensors. and satellites meant long, laborious, expensive periods of
data gathering and manipulation. TOday, with advances in the t~chnologies
of data storage, networking, and data management, it is possible to develop a
system within practical costs to allow efficient remote access to multiple
distributee data bases and to enable productive global-scale research.
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In recognition of this growing need, the House Committee on Science and
Technology of the United States Congress directed NASA to prepare a "preliminar'y
program plan for a Global Resources Information System utilizing an interactive
network of relevant data bases including program scope, technology, needs, and
resource requirements."
In 1978, recognizing the need and the technological opportunity, NASA
initiated a coordinated, multidisciplinary activity aimed at making :atellite
data accessible on-line to t~e NASA applications research community and
providing within the system the processing capabilities necessary to enable
global-scale, multidisciplinary research based on multi-sensor data sets.
This activity involved the systematic development of improved techniques for
data-base management, networking,.data standards, and advanced processing systems.
The scope of the task is large and complex; therefore, it was structured around
a series of distinct science-discipline-oriented "pilot systems" and supportive
technology development tasks.
Today, pi lot systems have begun to serve the needs of the atmospheres!
climate and oceanographic communities; the Pilot CliMate Data System and the
Pilot Ocean I}ata System are now operative and supporting scientific research.
This activity continues with the development of two new pilot systems oriented
toward the land-related science and planetary science research communities,
respectively, together with on-going work with applications disciplines to
develop and demonstrate improved tools and techniques for researchers in earth
resources, oceanography, atmosphere physics, climate research, and planetary
sci ence.
These pilot information systems~ together with the supporting technology
developments necessary to accomplish the stated goals, can provide the foundation
for a Global Resources Information System ((;RIS), a broad-based, multidisciplinary
information system to facilitate integrated research involving global data
sets potentially available from satel lite remote sensing and other conventional
sources to address global processes involving the land, air, and water.
In its initial stages, the r,lobal Resources Information System will
serve NASA and NASA-supported and cooperating scientists involved in applied
science research within selected universities and other U.S. institutions and
federal agencies. However, the global nature of the GRIS conceot and of future
flight missions (like the Space Station) that it will he supporting dictates
that the scope will have to be broadened increasingly t~ include scientists
and institutions with data bases and research interests in key foreign countries
as well.
The range of science disciplines and investigators involved. the number
of agencies that will need to cooperate an~/or participate, and the international
scope of the Global Resources Information System pose a significant challenge.
However, it is a challenge that must be accepted if we expect to be prepared
to use the full potential that space systems of the next decade represent for
the advancement of the sciences of the Earth and the understanding of our
planet.
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The purpose of this report is to present a preliminary concept for a
Global Resources Information System and to propose an initial approach to a
Program Plan. The scientific rationale and the scientific objectives of f,RIS
are discussed in Section II. Sections III and IV present the preliminary GRIS
concept and system overview. Section V includes a discussion Of some of the
technical and political implications of the GRIS concept, and Section V suggests
an initial approach to the creation of a Program Plan.
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SECTION II
SCIENCE RATIUNALE
The science rationale fvr a Global Resources Information System has at
its foundation the concept that the Earth is one large, complex life-support
system made up of discrete, interacting parts. The functioning and inter-
relations of these parts (lithosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere, and atmosphere)
is not clearly understood. In addition, humanity is sUbtly and surely intro-
ducing changes that impact the balance between and within these parts. As
mankind's technological potential has expanded, so too has man's inherent
responsibility to employ technology wisely. To many scientists involved in
research on all aspects of the Earth's global resource base, it has become
clear that in this c~ntury, the capability to significantly alter this planet's
environment on a global scale has finally been achieved. What may be less
apparent to these same environmental scientists is that research has also
developed new tools and techniques that offer the potential to observe, analyze,
and perhaps control the end results of action affecting the environment. To
date, humanity's actions re9arding the environment have been haphazard: Man has
acted first and only later recognized and attempted to assess the consequences
of those act ions. Organi c carbon depos i ted by natura 1 processes over mi 11 ions
of years has been extracted from the earth in dozens of years. Until recent
years man has used energy stored in fossil reserves, d~positing vast quantities
of carbon in the atmosphere (estimated tu be about four billion tons per year)
without regard to the consequences on cl imate.
The effects of man's actions may be subtle. Agricultural practice,
favoring cultivation of legumes, enhances the rate at which nitrogen is fixed
by natural processes. In combination with nitrogen fixed inadvertently by
combustion or deliberately during the manufacture of fertilizers, this nitrogen
may give this planet's global life-support system to new domains, with as yet
unpredictable consequences for the air, sea, soil, and biota. Humanity's
actions may also be direct. The greatest feat of global engineering, conversion
of an estimated 10% of total planetary land area from natural vegetation to
agriculture, was carried out without regard to the large-scale consequences.
Early farmers did not fi le environmental impact statements. Even if they had
done so, their documents probably would have provided little insight into ~he
long-range consequencps of agricultural land conversion. The scientific and
technical basis for such a global assessment was lacking then, and to a real
extent, is still lacking.
This has been in part due to a lack of adequate data of the type, scale,
and quality to address scientific issues that are global In nature. In addition,
the complex nature of these prOblems requires that a multidisciplinary approach
be t~ken. In a society in which specialization has been the modus operandi.
interdisciplinary research of the type needed to address global problems ;s
rare indeed. It is, then, a basic premise supporting the need for the Global
Resources Information System, that these large-scale (global) problems require
r.lultidis~iplinary research. It also seems thdt little truly multidisciplindrY,
large-scale research is occurring.
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Reasons for this lack of research are many, varied, and complex. They
range from basic technical problems associated with the collection, archiving,
networking, and processing of large data volumes to fundamental factors
involved in having scientists with diverse backgrounds meaningfully interact to
achieve research goals. Yet, it is just thio; type of research, 1n which
satellite and aircraft remote sensing 1s supported by surface sampling and
backed by effective information systems, thJt can provide significant benefits
today. Some examples of global-scale problems tnat could benefit from such a
multidisciplinary, remote-sensing, total-information science approach are
described below. The fundamental chararteristics of these problems are that
they are global in scale and require a concerted, long-range research effort
to achieve significantly improved understanding.
In each of these examples of global problems, global models are required.
Currently, global models for the most part are not available to support many
lines of scientific inquiry, and, in many cases, those that are available are
inadequate. Global models inherently require global data for their solution.
Use of global data requires that they be planned for, acquired, then located
and assembled. In this global modeling problem, even if the models were
formulated, the quality data required to fully support them are not currently
available.
1. Global Carbon Dioxide Cycle
Several large models are required: Global atmospheric circulation,
interaction with the ocean, effect of terr-estrial ve'jetation, release frem
fossil fuels, other sources of natural carbon dioxide, biological prOductivity,
and relation to other global chemical (P,N,S) cycles, to name several. For
this discussion, the thrust is whether remote sensing can provide the necesary
data to solve these models, and what is necessary for an adequate information
system. This will require such varied information as circulation patterns;
latitudinal temperature variations; forest distributions by types and rates of
change; evaluation of cultural practices as they dffect forest product disposition
of carbon in various forest regimes; carbon transfer at the air-sea interface
as pH, temperature, and sea state vary; ocean precipitation of carbonates; and
f0Ssil-fuel practices. The multidisciplinary nature of the problem and wide
gamut of data required must be addressed.
2. Acid Rain and Pollution Dispersion
Information concerning circulation patterns is required. In
addition, knowledgp. will be required of a number of individual parameters:
fuel components and their dispersi~n, depending upon energy practices; man-made
sources such as automotive combustion; possible natural sources; effects on
soil pH and water pH; efficac.' of natural buffering; the identification of
specific source~ by tracE' components; and the relative importance of Sand N.
Can remote sensing of trace materials be of assistance? Given the prOblems of
repeat coverage due to orbit constraints, are better orbits possible? How
about a synchronous polar orbit repeatedly going across Kansas with trace
pollutant sensors? Could laserbased, absorption-line detectors be of use?
If one addresses this problem, what would one do specifically; and what remote
sensing supported by what type of information system would be needed?
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3. Biogeochemical Cj':le
The biochemical cycle is the very foundation of our existence. To
paraphrase recent studies: "In the coming years. we will be able to predict
how much food the Earth ~ill produce while most of that potential food is
still 'on the hoof' or in the ground; this will help us to feed the hungry.
We will be able to know in advance how much fresh water. timber. oil. and
metallic minerals we can safely consume - this will help us to harmonize
growth ...... (Heference 2-1). Again. a multidisciplinary appproach is required
(If we strip.mine Montana for coal. for example. how soon can the wheat and
cattle culture again become practical?) as well as the use of global models
and a wide variety of data. Tl'~ concern is with both aquatic and terr~strial
cycles and thei· vitality with crranges in their environment: upwellings;
water temperature and other coastal processes; water circulation; £1 Nino
effects; any interactions with the global C02 problem; effects of soil pH;
rainfall (acid or not); hydrology and water-table ~roblems; primary productivity
1n the wetlands; leaf chemistry; and the nutrient value in crops and development
of crops to suit environmental conditions. to name only a few. Figure 2-1.
from a recent NASA stUdy on Global Habitability (Reference 2-2). illustrates
the interdisciplinary nature of the problems and suggests the use of the remote
sensing component. To aid in the understanding of the biogeochemical cycle
and the renewable resources prOblems. how can coordinated (across disciplines)
remote sensing/information systems approach aid in solVing the present models
and allow new models. now untenable. to be developed?
4. Deforestation. Desertification, and Habitability
Remote sensing has aided in the understanding of the problems of
deforestation. desertification. and habitability. Again. the problem is
multidisciplina~y. Some of the factors involved include soil conditions;
general rainfall and temperature conditions; population pressure and cultivation
practices; forest stripping for fuel. wood products. or for other uses of the
land; land suitability for other uses; and changes in rainfall due to changes
in vegetative cover. This problem interacts with and uses many of the same
data as the biogeochemical-cycle problem: the global C02 and weather and climate
problems. Worldwide vegetative maps can be ass',bled, showing changes over
time. Worldwide data bases of temperature. rainfall, and other parameters
can be assembled. Many of the problems are largely social. In this context. a
qu~stion is: How can the social sciences benefit from rel:1ote sensing with an
overall information science context?
5. Weather and Climate Monitoring and Prediction
Weather and cliolate monitoring and prediction have been a major
contri but ion of rernote sens ing. There is no need for an apo] ogl a for thi s
use. The empha$is for this discussion is the interaction of studies conducted
in this discipline with the others, for example, the use of glObal circulation
and precipitation models with the global CU2 and habitability prOblems. Research
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has shown the potential of correcting Landsat images by flagging areas of high
cirrus clouds, which distort normal spectral responses. Can the data
distribution techniques developed for this discipline be used to retain more
of the old weather data for historical studies?
Other major problems could be discussed, such as: global navigation,
global sea conditions and the effects of shipping, ice processes, global
topographic mapping, physical oceanography, basic geodesy. All have been, and
will be, aided by remote sensing and advanced information systems.
The need for global research is vital. The potential provided by remote
sensing and information systems is high. Indeed, when thoughtfully analyzed,
the two technologies are inextricably linked. Remote sensing data must reach a
user in an appropriate form and time frame. It often achieves its maximum
effectiveness when combined with other data in spatially referenced (geographic)
information systems. Such information systems achieve their maximum effective-
ness when the data they contain are accurate and current. The linkage of these
two technologies has not occurred because of fundamental incompatibility. It
is a matter of necessity if these global issues are to be realistically
addressed.
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SECTION III
PRELIMIr:ARY SYSTEM r.ONCEPT
The prime motivation for the GRrS is the establishment of an effective
data-management system to mpet the data-access requirements of the scientific
community in its multidisciplinary and multi.mission investic}ations '/n the
Earth Sciences. Such investigations, commonly known as correlative research,
use data from many sources for a wide range of apf1lications in a var'iety of
disciplines.
In addition, every discipline can use data common to other disciplines.
For example, the climatologist is interested in hydrology, land cover, the
upper atmosphere, solar physics, and indeed, in the behavior of other planetary
atmospheres as well as the behavior of the Earth's atmosphere and oceans. Each
discipline generally must make some of its observations on its own, yet each
should not have to make all its observations on its own.
Vast amounts of data on the Earth and its environment are being collected
in centers throughout the nation and around the world. However, investigatcrs
are, for a variety of reasons, often unable to use more than a small fraction of
the existing relevant data. The potential data consumer (investigator) must
determine:
(1) Hhat data collect iens exi st tha~ have data rel evant to the
investigation?
(2) Which specific data sets within the relevant collection are
pert i nent?
(3) How can the specific data sets be obtained?
(4) What must he done to convert the data into a useful format?
(5) What support services and background infor~ation exist that would
facilitate multi-user, multidisciplinary use of the data?
Because each of t'!e several data sources 'Ised in an investigation may
have its own access protocols and product forms, tile overall process of fi ndi ng
out what data are available, obtaining the data, and integrating the data into
a compatible set is currently a technically formidable task. Frequently, this
task results in the development of extensive application-unique data access and
conversion capabilities •
The GRIS concept is a strategy for lowering the information exchange
barriers that exist between participating producers of data and information,
and the existing and potential users of that data and information.
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ihe GRIS ~rogram will seek to provide key elements to support
cor!"elative researc~ ln t."1e lana. atmospnere, climatic, and Oce.lnograpn1c
sciences. Using s!andara interfaces and operatlng gUlael 1nes, diverse data
systerns can be integrated to provide the capabilities to access and process
multiple geographically dispersed data sets and to develop the necessary
procedures and algorithms to derive glObal resource infonnation.
To accomplish these objectives, GRIS, as currently envisioned, must be
capable of performing the following functions:
(1) Interface to a geographically aispersed, heterogeneous user
cOlmIunity Vla a common-carrler,elec~ronic COlmlunications network.
(2) Provide access to data bases that contain beth space and
terrestrial data in varying formats and that are managed by
dissimilar data management systems.
(3) Provide substantial ease and uniformity of user access to the
data bases.
(4) Provide extensive ass1stance in the location of relevant data.
(5) Enable data to be transferred in a timely and efficient manner.
(6) Allow concurrent access to the service ~y m~~t;ple remote and
lccai interactl~e user~.
(7) Allow full control by participating organizations over access to
and ut i1 i zat ion of thei r compu t i n9 and data resources.
(8) Minimize time, cost, and operational impact of adding (or removing)
users or data centers to the GRIS.
(9) Develop and maintain data and communication standards.
(10) Support on-line, cataloged processes to perform special functions.
allowing control led computing resource sharing when appropriate.
(11) Perfcrm special services, such as data integration or active
archiving of data. when such services are desired.
(11) Perform the administrative and management functions necessary for
the coordination of the information network.
~n important feature is that the data accessed via G~lS will remain under
tne mana~ement and control of the organ1zations and data centers in which it
resiaes. No data will be managed dlrectly by the GRIS. with the exception of
catalogs and directories of infa~ation about available data bases and partic'.
patlr.g organizations and centers and their resources, uniess a speclfic archive
is piaced under GR;S management for special purposes.
..
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Oiscipline-oriented data will reside in discipline-oriented systems.
These discipline-oriented systems are based on the concept of a Scientific Data
~anagement unit (SOMU) (Reference 3-1). An SDMU is on or9~niz3tional entity
responsible for developing and maintaining a "live" data archive in support
of a specific scientific objective. A live archive contains data that are in
active use. together with a knowledgeable support staff. The staff makes
decisions about the structure, o~ganization. and content of the data base
required to support the disci?line investigations.
The SDMU is typically associated with a central-processing and analysis
facility that is a principal user of the data. Other remote users are inter-
connected through the network systems.
SDMUs and associated computing facilities are created wherever there
exists a critical organizational mass with deliverable research objectives.
Examples of SDr~us inclUde NASA's Pilot Oceans Data System (PODS). Pilot
Climate Data System (peDS). and the proposed Pilot Lands Data System and
Pilot Planetary Data System, presently under development.
Figure 3-1 is an overview of the GRIS concept. It includes the following
elements:
(1) ArChives to retain usable data sets and make them readily
availab1e.
(2) r,iscip1ine-oriented information extraction anc processing systems
to prepare parameter data sets. operate R&D mOdels, develop
user-oriented products and displays. and perform scientific
analysis.
(3) A common data cataloging and dissemination network service to
allow users to locate, order. access. exchange, and integrate
data quickly and at low cost. This would supplement rather than
replace the current mailing of tapes and disks.
Section VI of this report presents a more detailed description of some
of the features of GRIS. along with a discussion and an assessment of the
different networking and information system technologies that are germane •
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SECTION IV
SYSTEH OVERVIEW
A. GLOBAL RESOURCES INFORMATION SYSTEM DRIVERS
A set of generic data handling and analysis requirements results frem
consideration of the large-scale science problems that will be characteristic
of future global remote sensing such as will occur from. or in association
with, the Space Station:
(1) Ability to locate required data sets in the various catalogs
located in the United States and other countries.
(2) Ability to move data sets rapidly from the archives to locations
where the research is being conducted.
(3) Ability to register, calibrate, and modify data sets to standards
rapidly with minimal manual intervention.
(4) Ability to perform processes on the group of assembled data sets
in near real time, both locally and remctely.
(5) Ability to communicate researc~ data and technical information
between scientists locally and remotely in near real time.
B. GRIS GENERAL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Integrated software packages known as Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) have been developed that can perform all phases of storage. maintenance,
retrieval. and analysis of spatial data. The function that sets them apart
from data-base management systems is the ability to perform various degrees of
analysis, at the users direction. Accordingly, this analysis will be
incorporated within the definition of the GRIS. nle general functions of a
GIS, of whatever size, are rlescribed below.
A GRIS may be thought of as a super GIS, serving many users and accessing
many data bases in a systematic, standardized manner. A potential data query
and location scenario and the corresponding flow/block diagram will serve as a
basis for discussion of factors that relate to the use of geocoded data in
such a system (Figure 4-1). Note first that the GRlS will not take over the
world or even the established archives. Rather, it will interface with these
and provide the coordinating and standardizing so sorely needed. It will have
no control over these archives but must understand their structure and cataloging
to provide the necessary interfaces. Its structure wil I be much like that of
the telephone service: A central ized organization must be present to organize,
provide standards, implement the network and interraces, perfon" research to
provide future improvements, and provide specialized services. But, just as a
telepnone customer directly telephones his party without visibly invoking all
of the company structure, the f,RIS user will be provided with facilitating
services as well as specialized ones. Thus, a distributed heterogeneous set
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figure 4-1. A Distributed Geographic information System
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of data bases is turned into an information system. At the same time, however,
the need for timely responses is evident; this may require that the GRIS itself
become an archive available for rapid turnaround.
A walkthrough of the diagram will be useful. A user will use his
forward model to determine what data is needed to answer a given research
problem (lower left). He then querie$ the catalogs of the various known archives
to locate useful data sets. He would also query the GRIS Central catalog,
which in turn has access to archive catalogs. The located data are then ordered
via either the GIS or the r~ember Archive operations Oata Base Management System
(DBMS), which would be the "order desk." Accompanying the order would be
requests for the desired retrieval processing. At the same time, value-added
services would be requested. On receipt of the data from the GRIS he would
proceed with his own program. The GRIS may serve as a temporary or permanent
arChive, as might the user. Either would maintain archival data compatible
with the professional Member Archives. In this manner, all users will have
access to all established archives.
In this scenario, the established archives would not change their data
structures and would only have to establish suitable catalog interfaces. The
archive interface modules of the GIS would perforol the necessary standardizing.
Their location would be with each arChive, to provide a consistent interface
to the network.
c. DATA ARCHIVE PRINCIPLES
To make such a system practical, certain principles should be followed
in designing an archive and its data structure:
(1) To avoid aggregation/disaggregation problems. the data should be
stored at the resolution commensurate with its data content,
usually at the resolution at which it was obtained.
( 2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
If practIcal, remove the intra-image distortions so that only
affine low-order corrections will later be required.
Store with the data the precision information required to register
the da ta to a well unde rs tood reference dur i ng ret ri eva 1, such
as latitude/longitude (i.e., georeference the data). This also
provides the required reference information for the data location
queries by geographic coordinates.
Store with the data all relevant ancillary information, such as
calibrations, sensor data, processing history.
During data retrieval. geocode the data. That is, reproject and
rescale the data to the grid requested by the analyst, and provide
the ancillary data.
) ,
(6) Supply the data in a standard format independent of the incoming
data type or sen~or. with suitable annotation to allow the analyst
to use the various types interchangeably.
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D. SYSTEIi r'1AJOR COMPONENTS
The GRIS consists of the following major components:
1. Arch i ve Nodes
For this discussion, an archive is a data repository that
potentially can be connected to the system for electronic catalog conversations
and potential data transfer. The initial supposition is that the data will be
required from a number of currently operating archives, that future archives
will be established for future NASA missions, that some archives such as the
National Space Science Data Center (NSSOe) contain somewhat specialized data,
and that other archives such as Eros Data Center (EOe) contain data of more
general interest. As these archives are selected to be inclUded, individual
decisions must be made concerning the interface modes. The general requirements
for an archive node will be to service the catalog searches and requests, to
locate and prepare for distribution, and to distribute the requested data.
The data reformatting is proposed at the archive nodes to al10w all trans-
missions to be in common style, perhaps using the Standard Format Data Units
(SFOUs) Deing developed. Eventually it will be desirable to maintain an on-line
data browse.
2. The Network
The network would r.onsist of all of the data transport mechanisms
as appropriate: mail, leased line, dedlcilted line, arrangements for Dornsat,
etc. It could be built on networks such as the ~~SA Program Support Communi-
cations (PSC) facilities, and could contain Local Area Networks to connect
users to the Long-line Network. It would interface to each node with specialized
hardware and service both text communications (such as the catalog conversations)
and data transfer. As the capabilities can be increased, data transfer
progression might be: tabular and low volume point or polygon data, then
browse images, then larger images. Interactive capability would initially
only be the catalog conversations, then expand to catalog browse, data browse,
and (much later) to interactive data analysis.
3. Support Services Administration
This component would consist of the directory/catalog/dictionary
services required to access the various data bases required. It would set the
standards for this service and provide catalog query translations. access to
the various catalogs, and a supercatalog function. It would also provide
the alphanumeric terminals to the member nodes and a search function to locate
and connect to new data bases as new data are requested. In Short, it is the
nerve center of. the Pilot: It will provide the administrative and accounting
services for the system, including accounting, billing, and standards maintenance.
It wil 1 include general user support functions such dS the administrative user
interfaces to the system and the general operations functions required to
keep the system running. nuring implementation, this function would also make
the necessary interagency and international arranlJements.
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4. System Central Services
The System Central Services are those data preprocessing services
implemented by the system, as requested by the Steering Committee. This function
will provide value-added services of selected kinds for system and non-system
data upon request from the users. It will also build the capability to perform
value-added services of an algorithmic kind. This service provides the
registration, rectification, mosaicking, media conversions (such as map digitizing),
data format conversions, and related operations. It will be the data outlet
for the system for those data sets not transmitted directly from the archives
to the users and it will maintain an archive of data that it has processed to
avoid the necessity of reprocessing. It will build these capabilities on the
existing capabilities at the various centers and will provide the interface
requirements and specifications for the data terminals.
5. User Interface Nodes
User interface nodes are where the research tasks are performed.
They contain th~ interfaces between the network and the local equipment. The
general concept will also include the local GIS, analysis hardw~re and software,
and the staff expertise. This is necessary to fulfill the desire for a
distributed system, not just a networked data case. network-interfacing
equipment would be under the control of the network function, but all other
functions would be under local control to encourage local developments.
Compatible, modular hardware will be required at all node locations for
data analysis. This hardware must ir.terface with the terminal hardware and
must support a local GIS. The data analysis developments being performed at
the various NASA centers and at participating univer~ties will need to be
coordinated and arrangements made to modularize, package, and document for
distribution those algorithms and procedures that are deemed to be generally
useful. All centers a~e developing or have in place hardware and software
systems; these developments must continue and th3 available capabilities used
Hhere practical •
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SECTION V
ISSUES INVOLVING GRIS IMPLEMENTATION
The scope and the diversity (in terms of users, producers, and resources)
involved in the implementation of a Global Resources Information System is the
origin of a series of technical and political/organizational implications that
go beyond those encountered in the implementation of the existing or planned
discipline pilot information systems. The range of science disciplines and
investigators involved, the number of agencies and institutions that must be
called to participate, and the global scope of GHIS pose a number of technical,
managerial, legal, and political questions that require a careful analysis and
pose a significant challenge. This cnallenge must be accepted if scientific
productivity is to improve to a level that allows for the realization of the
potential that space systems represent during the next decade.
The success of uRIS will depend not only on the correct solution of the
technical, technological, and desig"n problems that will be encountered dUo'ing
its implementation but also, to a large extent, on the correct choice of
strategies in the areas of management and in the resolution of issues arising
from the complexity of the interactions between people and institutions that
will be involved.
The purpose of this section is to initiate an analysis to identify the
principal issues that will affect the GRIS implementation and to provide
recommendations where appropiate. Three general areas must be considered:
(1) Manageri a1.
(2) Inter-institutional relationShips and coordination.
(3) Technical.
A. Manage ri a1
The complexity of the relationships between people and institutions and
the number of separate activities that are inherent to the development of GHIS
require the development of a strong and well-defined management infrastructure.
At the same time, a strong comnitment wil I be needed from NASA Headquarters,
involving the Information Systems Office and the Earth Science and Applications
Division, to support the development of uRIS through its life cycle. Agreements
between appropriate NASA Headquarters offices should be established to cooperate
in the planning with future flight missions of the evolutionary growth of GRIS,
especially with the Space Station, which is expected to be a main focus of
interest to the Earth Sciences research community in the future.
Continued involvement of science users throughout the program life cycle
is essential. The GRIS management structure must contain elements in which the
scientific-user community is represented to a level that ensures that the
program is truly responsive to the real needs of the research community and
their scientific Objectives. Figures 5-1, 5-2, and 5-3 ShOw a preliminary GRIS
organization structure that reflects these principles.
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Figure 5-1. Organizational Structure for the Global Resources
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Figure 5-3. Steering Committee for the G10bal Resources Information
System
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The GRIS Steeri ng Cornmi tte (see Fi gure 5-3) wi 11 be composed of a
Technology Group and a Science Steering ~roup. The Science Steering Group ~II I
formulate the program's objective~~nd set forth the requirements for system
capabilities in terms of data access, processing, display, and user support.
The Technology Group will identify the relevant information system
technologies required and provide guidance in the development and implementation
of the system.
The ~RIS Project Scientist (see Figure 5-1) will be responsible for
providing advice and recommendations for the continued scientific relevance
of the program on a continuing basis.
B. Inter-Institutional Relationships and Coordination
The number and variety of agencies -lnd institutions that are repositories
of data of potential interest to the Earth Science research community will
require a well-defined set of agreenlents for cooperation between the involved
parties. The sharing and exchange of data and information in a distributed
environment raises a series of legal and policy-related questions about the
property of data sets and the boundaries of responsibil~ty of the involved
organi tat ions.
The issue of irter-institutional and inter-organizational coordination
can be viewed from the perspective of the following three, levels:
Among NASA Headquarters offi ces: The rol es and the boundari es of
responsibility of the Information System Uffice and the science
program offices of the Earth Science and Applications Division
will have to be clearly defined through agreements.
(2) With external agencies and institutions: Federal agencies, such
as the USGS and NUAA; and other research institutions, such as
universities.
(J) At the international level: With other foreign agencies and
institutions.
The coordination among the participating institutions can be accompliShed
through a process involving:
(l) Inter-agency agreements regarding the exchange of data and
information as well as the f·oles and responsibilities associated
with their participation in the program.
(2) Technical and scientific werking groups to define the scientific
requirements and technical approaches to achieving data and
'information sharing and exchange.
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c. Technical
The interconnection ~et~een diverse. heterogeneous information systems
and th& number and size of potentially relevant data bases and their geo-
referenced nature poses a significant challenge. System design must support a
phased, modular-implementation approach so that the design can be validated by
building and verifying portions of the system prior to ComMiting to full
implementation.
To minimize risks. GRIS development should be based on the integration
and testing of proven technologies. However. GRlS should provide a mechanism
for close cooperation with the computer science research community for the
developme~t of advanced technologies that would eventually be integrated into
GRIS. Figure 5-2 shows a preliminary Work Breakdown Structure for the technical
activities associated with the development of GRlS.
One of the barriers that exists to computer-based information exchange
between producers of space and non-space data and information and the scientific
comnunity that makes use of the data and information is that many of the data
producers and users have developed unique methods of data handling and
processing. These ~ethods include a wide diversity of data descriptions. data
formats. and data-exchange protocols.
A GRIS Standards and Guidelines Program should be initiated to facilitate
the exchange of technical data and information among the data systems that
support the scientific-us~r community. It wculd foster cemmon or comoatible
data for.nats for ~ulti-source investigations. thereoy reduc1ng the number of
unique interface definitions and requirements for custom software development
by users.
External agencies. such as the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) and the United States &!ological Survey (USGS) are large
producers of data used by the scientific community involved in Earth Sciences
research. It is essential that they are included in the data standards development
and participate in the evaluation of the stand.trdS implemented under the GRIS
auspices. Additionally, some inter-agency standardization efforts, such as the
COllsultative Cummittee for Space Data Systems and other organizations, have
been developing standards for data and telecomm~nication systems. Coordination
with these organizations is essential to avoid duplication of efforts and to
facilitate compatibility with external systems.
Although NASA Headquarters should make all determinations of policy for
the program. the development of new standards and the handljng of requests for
modification of existing standards wil I be under the control of a Standards
Control Board. which wjll have ultimate responsibility over the operations
related to the Standards and Guidelines Program.
(. ....
SECTION VI
PROPOSED APPROACH
The underlying motivation of GRIS is to establish an effective and
efficient information management system to meet the data access requirements of
NASA and NA$A-related scientists conducting large-scale, multidisciplinary,
multi-mission scientific investig~tions. The objective of GRIS is to develop
an interactive data dissemination network that will provide r~search access to
data on a global scale to serve the needs of the atmosohere/climate, oceano-
graphic, and land-sciences communities. An initial step toward accomplishing
this task is to examine the potential for linking existing and planned NASA
pilot data systems. Within the context of GRIS, this linkage would facilitate
research of a type and on a scale not currently planned under the Pilot Climate
Data System, Pil at Ocean Data S~stems, and Land Data Systems.
Figure 3-1 presents a potential structure for a GRIS. To the extent
that these existing and planned pilots facilitate multidisciplinary research,
they will support GRIS objecthes. To the extent that these existing and
planned pilots support global research, they will support GRIS. Yet GRIS must
go farther: GRIS should support access to international datil banks and
facilitate linkages between scientists from many disciplines in a manner not
found in the existing pilots.
GRIS should, therefore. undertaKe a study to cetermine an effective
methOdS for linking exist~ng instit~tions. Such st~dy would be most aoprcpriate
at this time. Efficlency may be achieved by 10entify,ng centers and institutions
with existing or proposed linKs to more than one Pilot Data System. This type
of study could examine the best way to effect linkages minimizing redundance and
ensuring efficient access to multidisciplinary use of pilot facilities.
To implement GRIS effectively we must also begin our examination of the
international implications implicit in the development of such a system.
Questions we must ask include: What international data banks must be accessed?
Are there restrictions on their access? What international organizations and/or
institutions may be involved? What is the most approprlate way to provide
multidisciplinary, multinational research team access to and processing
capabilities for NASA and related data sets? What proble~s will hinoer this
access? We must begin to anticipate these and other issues if we truly hope to
achieve a Global" Resources Information System capability.
Finally, to test the concept of GRIS a limited number of success-oriented,
multidisciplinary research projects, linking ocean, land, and atmospheric
scientists within the United States should be initiated. Researchers conducting
these studies would be strongly encouraged to cooperate with international
organizations yet need not necessarily initially include such individuals as co-
investisators. These studies would be initiated only after careful study of
the scientific justification and international implications of the proposed
projects. These projects would be used to test the feasibility and viability
of t~e GRIS concept. Projects selected should have scientifically significant,
specific goals and objectives.
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Realistic costs and schedules should also be developed. The premise
is that successful demonstration of the GRIS concept will generate enthusiasm,
and this enthusiasm will in turn provide further impetus for GRIS implementation.
Figure 6-1 suggests a phasing for the studies outlined above. It should be
emphasized that, while development in each of these areas could be undertaken
inde~endently. successful impleMentation of the GRIS concept will require that
work be done in each area. Therefore, a phase-integrated approach would be
appropriate.
.~- - - - --~l-------l
. . . .
Link Existing and
Proposed Pilots
International
Linkages
Demonstration
Projects
. . . .
. . . . . . . I- - - - - ++------
~-----+-~----
2
• • • • • Study
3
Yea,"
5
•
•
- - - - - Development
____ Testing
Figure 6-1. Proposed Phasing for a Global Resources Informatio~
System rmplementation
In conclusion, it should be emphasized that the material presented in
this report represents our interim thinking on the implementation of the GRIS
concept. Should Headquarters accept the threefold approach to GRIS implemen-
tation described above, we propose in the coming months to 1evelop a more
detailed breakdown of the tasks required to support each program element.'
The need for systems to facilitate the use of multisource data by multi-
disciplinary research terms to address global-scale scientific issues is great.
Systems must be developed to meet tile needs of multidisciplinary research'into
global prOblems. We feel the approach proposed herein addresses this need •
+) a.~' .. •
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THE POTENT I AL OF A I TECHtl1 QUES FOR REf.IOTE SEllS (1':G
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ABSTRACT
Remote sensIng Is ~ powerful tool for ~e09raphlc anal ysls
capable of producing large volumes of data In tho spatial,
spectral and temporal domains. ~ varIety of "conventional"
machine-assisted processIng and analysis procedures have bean
developed In an attempt to Improve the efficiency of information
extracti on from these data. Yet, in genera I the current state ot
the art of computer-assIsted Image analysIs lags far 2 behInd
human Interpretation techniques Improved approaches to machine
assisted Image processing must be exposed. It Is our conclusion
that techn Iques adapted frOm the fie I d of art I f Ic Ia I I nfa I I Igence
CAll can have significant, wide-ranging Impacts upon computer-
assisted remote sensing analysis.
AI-based teChniques ofter a powerfUl and fundamentally
different approach to many remote sensing tasks.
In addition to computer assisted analysis AI techniques can
also aid: "onboard" spacecraft data processing and analysis and
database access and quary.
Developing AI-assisted systems end 3nalytlcal procedures
\ti II require a gr0at deal of time and effort. The results,
·,.
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particularly In the Image processing area, should eventually
prove more accurate and robust than current statistical
approaches. In addition to tho potential for Increased
performance levels, AI-based research has focused upon user
acceptance Issues and developed Improved user Interfaces that
should lead to greater acceptance of computer generated remote
sensing products.
INTRODUCTION
As Nalsbltt (1984) states in this recent work Megatrends, we
have moved from an Industrial to an Information society.
Geographers today are faced with a wide variety of data as they
attempt to pursue their research. Figure 1 which focuses on
remotely sensed data as an Information source illustrates the
variety of data types and sources and the needof users to tap
specific data of Interest to their research. The Information
explosion (depleted in fIgure 1) which has occurred in recent
years has lead to the Increased use of automated procedures for
accessing, organizing, processing and analyzing spatial data.
Geographic Information systems are responsive to the need for
Improved capabl I Itles to use spatial data for a wide range of
fundamental research and operatIonal applIcations. It Is
Interesting to note that Nalsbltt In Megatrends states that the
beginnings of this new Information society dates back to 1956,
1957. (Naisblt1",1984). This time frame corresponds to the
beginnings of satell ite remote sensing with the launch of
Sputnik.
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Remote sensing is a powerful data generation technology. A
technology \~hlch has In the past and will continue In the future
to have significant Impacts on our abl I Ity to accompl Ish both
fundamental and applied geographic research (Estes, Jensen and
Simonett, 1980). Yet Improved approaches to the processing and
ana I ys I s of remote I y sensed data are requ I red I f we are to take
fu I I advantage of the Informat Ion potent i a I inherent I n the
products of this technology. Ln recent years a number of papers
and conferences have had as their theme the merging of remote
sensing and geographic Information systems technologies (Shelton
and Estes, 1979; Shelton and Estes, 1981; and Estes 1981. This
merge Is seen as a way to Improve our ability to employ machine
assisted analysis procedures to Improve our capabl I Ity to extract
information from the .vast array of comp I ex spatia I data avail ab I a
to geographic researchers today. In these and mora recent
artlcl es, we have suggested a need To bring more "Intelligence"
Into the processing and analysis of data than Is presently
permitted employing conventional statistical and mathematical
process I n9 procedures. (TI nney, Sa I Ier and Estes, 1983, Estes,
Sailer and Tinney 1983; Estes, 1984).
The current state-of-the-art of computer-assisted irolage
analysis generally lags far behind human Interpretation
techn i ques. A compar I son of these two methodo log i es I I I ustrates
that the level of decision-making used In "automated" procedures
Is stll I at a very low I eve I, whereas ana I ysts are capab I e of
taking advantage of higher level relationships between objects
both within a scene and across scenes.
For some appl (cations existing computer-assisted procedures
3
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produce classifications which are satisfactory for the task at
hand. However, when faced with data sets which contain several
different types of Information, requiring substantial amounts of
a priori knowledge and the application of reasoning or logic to
solve the problem, conventional comp~ter-asslsted techniques are
expremely limited. It Is the opinion of the authors that much of
the "technology transfer" problems associated with computer-
assisted remote sensing using satellite-based systems are
actua I I Y due to the I nab I I I ty of current techn I ques to
systematically achieve accurate resul ts.
Concepts from the field of artificial Intel-Ilgence (AI) have
proven useful In application doma!ns with characteristics similar
to those found In the field of remote se~slng. From an
examination of successful AI implementations, particul arty In the
area of "expert systems", It ap pears that there ex i sts a
potent I a I for successfu I app I I cat I on to severa I remote sens I n9
tasks. The area of most I nterest here, computer-ass J sted Image
analysis, Is clearly one of the more difficult applications for
which AI techniques are being applied. It appears evident,
however, that AI-based techniques may be necessary If major
Improvements In automated image analysis performance are to be
achieved. Current non-AI alternatives do not appear capable of
ever reaching human analyst performance levels.
This paper provides a brief review of some basic AI
concepts, Including expert systems. Exper·t systems is an area of
AI with the greatest potential for direct appl ications to various
Image analysis tasks. Introductory AI material is followed by
.. 4
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sections examining potential space and remote sensing
applications of AI technology. A major portion of this paper is
devoted to a comparison of human and computer-assisted Image
analysis procedures. Fol lowing this comparison, some critical AI
Implementation Issues are addressed. The Intant of this paper Is
to provide the geographic community with an Initial exposure to
AI techniques and convey a mix of excitement and caution
regarding their app-licability to remOTe sensing tasks. \'/6
believe that the Impacts of AI techniques or the acquisition
processing and analysis of remotely sensed data can be profound,
but that their success Implementation will require substantial
efforts.
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Artificial intelligence (AI) is the science of making
mach I nes perform tasks that \'IOU I d requ ire I nte I I i gence if done by
humans. A currently active subfleld of AI Is concerned with the
development of reasoning systems based upon formal logic systems,
such as the predicate calculus, for simulating human declslon-
making. Decision models based on AI techniques are typically
expandable, easily altered, and extendable. AI employs computer
programs and programming techniques to elucidate the mecha~ics of
human thouSht processing In general, and human decision-making in
particular.
Art I f Ic I a I Inte I I Igenca programs are fundar.1enta I I Y
different than conventional computer programs in a number of
ways. Tab I e lists some major differences between these types
of programs. Difference In programming strategy used is the ~ost
5
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basic distinction between AI and conventional pro,ra~s. Hon-AI
prograMs typically rely on the development of algorithms, which
are step-by-step methods for solving a particular class of
problems. A major problem with this approach Is that there may
not be an algorithm that can sol ve every problem in a set of
problems for· a particular application. In addition, even If an
algorithm exiSTS, ft may not be cost efficient for every problem
In that class of prOblems. AI programs ~odel reasoning systems
using formal logics and employing heuristic searches. Heuristic
search can reduce the cost and circumvent the Inefficiency of
exhaustive search techniques, and Is of Importance due to the
very I arge databases wh Ich the programs are typ I ca I J Y ca I I ed upon
to search. This could be particularly Important in Image
ana I ys i s where large spati a I databases (e.g. gaograph i c
Information systems with multiple data planes), ere often
required In the analysis task.
TABLE I. CO~PARISON OF Al AND NON-AI PROGRA~S
AI PROGRAf.1 S
o Heuristic
o Modular autonomous
o Knowledge sources
Flexible knowledge
o Symbolic
o °State' specific
pro£ramr.ling
versus
6
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o Algorithmic
o Knowledge;:
o In f I ex i b Ie
stored knowled~e
deleted or
augmented
o r:umeric
o °Sequence' specific
~rograi.li.1ins
The Potential of AI
In most AI programs there Is a fairly rigid separation of
Input data concerning the probl em; operations which manlpul ate
the data; and, control structure which direct the operation. The
knowledge base In an AI program is typically an autonomous
component that can be directly modified, augmented or reduced by
Interactions with the operations portion of the program, or
Indirectly through the control structure. Knowledge Is often
stored In t;le form of ru I es, espec I a I I yin "expert systems". In
sharp contrast non-AI programs typically have rules contained
within the control structure of the program, making the knowledge
somewhat Inflexible; such knowledge usually cannot be modified
without physically rewriting the program.
Encoded knowledge of AI p~ograms tends to be of a symbol Ie
rather than numeric nature. Symbolic operations appear to more
adequately characterize cognitive activities, such as probJem-
so I v I n9, P I ann I ng and deduct Ion (Duda and Short I I ffe, 1983). AI
languages have been developed with this data distinction In mind.
An example of a language designed specifically for AI application
Is LISP, which manipulated wordl Ike objects (atoms) or Groups of
atoms (lists) rather than performing operations on a collection
of data.
AI programs emphasize "state" specific programming. An
action Is performed when a specific set of conditions have been
fu I f I I I ed, and not necessar I I yin any partl cu I ar order. The
control structure dictates what should happen In each 'state' but
It Is not necessary to kno~1 in advance Ylhen each state should
occur. Non-A I programs dictate how the program wi I I move frem
7
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one stata Into another, from one moment to the next. These
programs are consIdered to be sequence orlanted. For additional
general infcrr.latlon concernIng artIficIal Intelligence the
Interested reader Is referred to Shortl Iffe at al. (1979) and
Roberts (t 971).
EXPERT SYSTE1·1S
So~ewhat paradoxically, It has proven much easier to emulate
the prob I em-so I v Ing methods of some types of siJ.c.1 a I Ists than to
write mora general programs that can approach a child's ability
to perceive, understand language, or r.lake commonsense deductions.
Human experts are often distinguished by their possession of
extensive knowledge concerning a very specific domain of
~roblems. It Is this vary s~eclflcl~y of knowiease that has r.lade
It feasIble to develop "ex~ert system" computer programs (Cuda
and Shortllffe, 1983).
Expert systems are a subset of AI geared to proolem sol vln~
In a restricted domain o~ stUdy. Expert systems take advantage
of the experiences, knowledge, and "rules of thumb" of experts In
a specifIed domain and cal I upon their expertise to sci ve
problems. ~aJor components of an expert system are the knowledge
base (composed of modular knowledge sources) and the Inference
mechanism which manipUlates the knowledge contained In the
knowledge base. Performance of these systems is hi~hly dependent
on the depth and structure of the knowledge base.
Classification programs tend to be the slmpl~st and the ~ost
successfu I expert systems (Duda and Short I I f fe, '1983), Expert
consulting systems have been built that can diagnose diseases
\
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consulting systems have been bul It ~hat can dl~gnose olseases
(It/TERNIST, :·llIIGr et al., 1932; :.:VCHI, Shortllfte, 1976),
evaluate potential ore deposits (PROSPECTOR, Duda et al •• 1979)
sU9ges~ structures for complex organic chemicals (DEtIDRAL.
Lindsay, et al., 1980), and configure VAX COlilputors (Rl,
NcDermott, 1982). Classification progroms tend to be the
simplest and the most successful expert systems (Duda and
Short I I fte, 1963). Requ Irements for deve lop I ns successfu I expert
systems Include: the existance of at least one acknowledged
human expert that the expert's knowledge Is based upon special
knowledge, jUdgment and experlencethat the expert(s) can explain'
their approach to problem sol vlns In their particular specialty
ares; and. for successful lC'lplementatlon within the current
state-of-the-art, a n~rrow and wei I-defined area.
Human experts, however. 00 much more than just sol ve
problems. Their activities are typically characterized by a wide
ran~e of behaviors with problem solving only being the most
evIdent. Experts are also able ~o explain rElsults, learn and
restrYcture their knowledge. and, perhaps most Importantly,
determine the relative importance of different elem~nts within a
9 I vens I t!J a t Ion. Fiex I b I I I l'Y 0 fin tel I I9e nce I n iJ n EI xpar l' s ys t e 1.1
Is largely derived from the range and levels of rules It
contains. A large number of rules is typically necessary bocause
the program can be faced with a wide range of situations. Expert
systems have already been developea which can approximate an
expert's performance In reaching a conclusion (Duda and
Short I I fte. 1983>. However, r.luCh research is needed in the arees
of ~achine learnlns ~nd Knowled~a restructurlns.
9
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Important operational characterIstics found In many expert
systems Incl ude the ability to: predict outcomes for events In
their limited domain; utilize various types of data In reaching
conclusions modify their knowledge base when confronted with
conflicting assertions and "explain" their line of reasoning by
providing the user with the piecos of knowledge used In reachln~
a conclusion. This ability to "explain" a line of reasoning has
been Important In user acceptance of these systems. In essence
It adds what Nalsbltt (1984) refers to as "high touch" to AI high
tech approach. Another key characteristic affecting user
acceptance of a computer system's results Is the user Interface.
It Is noteworthy that expert systems are almost always programmed
with user Interactions In mind (geologists speak 03 geologists,
chemists as Chemists, etc.>. Inaeed, "naturel langua~e"
processing Is an Important area of AI research and this great(y
enhances the I Ikel Ihood of Improved user Interfaces In future
systems.
Additional Introductory material concerning the development
of expert systems can be found In Duda and Gaschnlg (\981) and
Steflk et al. (1982).
REMOTE SENSING APPLICATIONS OF ARTIFICIAL I~TELLIGE~CE
One cou I d probab I y find as many potent i a I app I I cat Ions of A I
technlquos to the field of remote sensing. The focus of this
discussion will address earth resource survey applications of
remote sens I ng. Furthermore, our emphas Isis upon Image or i ented
data ana lyses.
10
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Among generic AI research areas of special Interest are:
o vision, perception, and pattern recognition
o prOblem-solving: and,
o Information storage and retrIeval.
Less cantral, but also of Interest, are automated speech
recognition and synthesis. These topics are being Investigated
as a means to allow voIce data entry by Image analy~ts (Lukes,
1983) •
Some remote sensing applicatIons appear especially well
suited for potential use of AI technIques. We wI I I discuss
three broad and somewhat overlapping application areas. Our
discussion Is of the use of AI In these applIcations areas Is
necessarily somewhat speculative by necessity, given the present
lack of examples. Application areas discusseC1. are: Intelligent
nonboard" processing advanced data base query and Interrogation,
and automated Image analysis.
INTELLIGENT ONBOARD PROCESSJNG AND ANALYSIS
Even current remote sensing platforms must often accompl Ish
a great dea I of onbaoard process I ng 'e.g. record I ng and
transmission of Imagery to ground stations). When the platforms
are unmanned sate I I I tes th Is process I ng usua I I Y must be
accomplished In a semi-autonomous manner. This Is especially true
for pi atforms containing sensor systems which are travelling In
deep space. But even In earth orbit significant benefits could be
obta Ined from more Inta I I Igent onboard process I ng.
Examples of advanced onboard processing Include: automated
11
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navlg~tlon and loc~tlng of scenes to be Imaged; screening of
conditions that might Influence oata col lactlcn, and; automated
change detect Ion. Data compress Ion caul d a I so fa I I Into th I s
category If adaptive procedures are used to select optimal
compression parameters or techniques.
An examp I e of research or Ien ted towards Inte I I Igent onboard
processing Is the Feature Identification and Location Experiment
(FILE), which flew or. the se:ond Space Shuttle mission SI I vertson
et al., 1982). The FILE Is a system designed to test teChniques
for real-time autonomous classification of four primary earth
features: water; vegetation; bare land; and clouds, snow, and
Ice, clouds snow and Ice are cons I dered one category on til e as
a I I of these features typ Ica I I Y exh Ibit high ref I ectance.
The FILE system senses earth radiation In two spectral bands
(red and Infra-red bands centered at 0.65 and 0.85 microns,
respectively). Real-time classification decisions are made by
the Instrument based on a predetermined partitioning of the two-
band measurement space. Viewing angle factors (solar zenith
angle, solar sensor azimuthal angle, and sensor vl~Jlng angle)
are accounted for by a sunrise detector subsystem and specific
viewing angle assumptions. Variations In atmospheric conditions
are presently 'not directly accounted for; however, a ratio
tuchnlque Is used that to some degree minimizes atmospheric
effects.
An obvious application for a FILE-type system would be for
onboard data acquIsition decisions to be basad upon cloud cover
conditIons. General or location specific thresholds could be
12
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used as a basis for the syster" activation of an Irnaglng sensor
system. A more sophisticated version could evaluate atmospheric
haze condItions based on a combination of InformatIon from
additional sensors and through the Interrogation of ground
stations. criteria.
Given Information of approximate platform location and
orientatIon parameters, In conjunction ~Ith a reference Image of
the area Invol ved, an advanced.systems could perform automated
Image cross-correlation. The calculated offsets could then be
used for precise navigation and scene selection purposes (perhaps
using polntable sensors) or as a basis for an onboard cha~ge
detection system (using Image differencing technlques~. For
ch~~ge detection purposes further processing would, however, be
required to separate changes due to natural phenologIc cycles
from those caused by unusual episodic evants, but the potential
benefits of an Intelligent data acquisition system such as this
appears substantl a I (Freitas and Gil breath [eds.]. 1982).
DATABASE QUERY AND INtERROGATION
Management of Imagery and other types of spatial data can be
critical to remote sensing projects. As spatial data sets become
larger the tasks Involved I~ processing and analysis become More
diffiCUlt and often more Import~nt. Among tho key tasks of
remote sensing database management are: Identifying existing
remotely sensed data germalne to the task; Identifying existing
co I I atera I data; se I ect I ng what new data Is requ I red; an d,
providing user friendly Interaction. When remote sensIng and
other types of spatial data (e.g. maps) are integrated for
13
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analysis It Is commonly done within the framework of a geosraphlc
Information system (GIS). It Is typical for a GIS to offer some
level of database management capabilities. Few existing GIS,
however, have database management facilities comparable to those
of wei I established commerlcal database systems (Blaser [ed.]
1980, K I Inger et a I. [eds.], 1977>. Commercial applications of
•I
/
database management systems (DBMS) have baen extremely successful
In banking and other accounting oriented applications. It Is In
these types of DBMS that most of the advanced work has been
accomp I I shed. However, these commerc I a I I y-or I ented are not
easily modified to serve In spatial data manipulation. As a
result, the development of advance spatial data base management
systems has suffar~d and Indeed many exIsting GIS packages do not
even exploit the current leval of DBMS sophistication.
For some time, database systems technology has been an
active area within computer science. Intelligent retrieval from
databases has also become one of the major research topics within
the artificial Intelligence community (Ni Isson, 1980). Some of
the most advanced DBMS offerings now Incorporate AI technlGues In
their user Interfaces, permitting limited natural language
I nt ereact Ion s (e. g • S om e can res po nd to I I mit ed v 0 C i:l b u I ar yin
spoken English).
It has recently been suggested that GIS technology may stand
to significantly gain should certain methods from database
systems and art I fie I a I I nte I I I gence be I ncorporated (Estes,
1982). An excellent review of these topics Is presented by
Pazner et aI, (1983>' Stressing the ur~ent need to Improve GIS
14
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technology, Pazner notes that It Is spatial datasets In general,
and the very large georeferenced databases In particul ar, which
I,
stand to benefit most from the Incorporation of Artificial
Inte I I Igence techn Iques. Pazner goes on to say that "Due to the
considerable complexity of hand! Ing very large databases, and
spatial ones In particular, It appears Inevitable that AI methods
shall be Integrated Into GIS systems In the future."
There are three obvious ways by which AI-based DBMS
methodologies may Improve future GIS performance:
approved user Interfaces to facilitate user
Interactions with th. system
Increased efficiency for querying and altering data
according to the user's needs
general enhancement of capabilities to al low
the system to answer a wider repertoire of
questions about the data as wei I as about Itself
Interested reader Is referred to the review by Pazner at
a I. (1983) for a more deta I led discuss Ion. As an outgrowth of
0
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this work researchers at the University of California are
currently developing a prototype GIS which Incorporates AI
techniques. The system being developed undor the direction of
Drs. Terence Smith, Donna Peuquet and John Estes has an advance
structure with paral lei object and attribute trees. The system
has the capab I I I ty to I earn from quer Ies put to It by users.
AUTOMA'~D IMAGE ANALYSIS
"
This section examines the potantlal application of
art I f Ic Ia I Intel I Igenc e t ec hn Ique s to aut am ate dim age ana I y sis
tasks from the perspective of earth resources remote sensln;
15
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applications. As background we first briefly compare and
contrast the current status of human and computer-asslsied
approaches to Image Interpretation based on research by Estes at
ai, 1983 and Tinney, 1983. A brief review of automated Image
analysis procedures Is then pres9nted to demonstrate the recent
trend toward procedures which more closely mimic those of human
analysts.
The tasks of both a human Image Interpreter and automated
Image Inter-pretation are basTcal Iy simi lar, namely detection,
Idontlflcatlon, measurement, and problems sol vlng (see Figure 2).
In most Image Interpretation problems of Interest to geographers
computer-assisted teChniques currently lag far behind human
techniques In terms In both speed and accuracy. Continual
Improvements in computing hardware, especially lower cost array
processor wei I suited for image processing, are rapidly improving
the speed of computer-assisted image analysis.
Substantial Improvements In accuracy, however, f:lay not be
possible without fundamental changes in the structure of
automated procedures.
One of the most significant contributions to date of the
computer-assisted approach has been some necessary focus upon the
basic elements and processes Invol ved in image Interpretation.
Secau sea I I Imag e 0 per a t Ion s mus t beexp I Icit Iy spec i fie d f or a
computer program It has been necessary to move away from the I 11-
defined "gray box" mode of operation al I too often prevalent In
discussions of human image interpretation processes.
Early automated work emphasized pattern recognition
approaches. A substantial subfield has develo~ad within co~puter
15
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science aimed at developIng the abIlity of computers to
"recognize" patterns of data. nhen these teChniques were fIrst
Invented, the mathematical elegance of the basIc Ideas was so
attractive that many early researchers were overl', ambItIous and
optImistic about the general utility of the technIques. It Is
now recognIzed that pattern recognItIon methods alone are
Inadequate In sItuations which require awareness of context or
the use of knowledge, characterIstIcs common to most Interesting
Image analysIs problems. The AI fIeld has addressed these types
of prob I ems and the techn Iques a I ready deve loped prom Ise to
substantl a I I Y change our automated procedures; In many Instances
these changes wll I result In techniques similar to those employed
by human Image analysts, thus acceptance of these new technIques
shou I d be rap I d. on'ce they are more fu I I Y deve loped.
I MAGE ELEI·IEtJTS
The prImary elements of Image InterpretatIon (tone, texture,
slte,etc.> appear common to both human and computer-assIsted
procedures. (Figure 2> Their current usage, however, Is
dramatically different. Each of the elements can readily be used
by Image analysts In performing their tasks. In contrast, most
automated remote sensing Image analysis Is based on tone
or color exclusively (here we are considering multispectral
response as an extension of color) (sea figure 5). This seems to
be the result of an overly focused pursuit of the "multi-spectral
sIgnature" concept and the relatIve slmpl iclty of lr,lplementlng
"single pIxel" mul tlspectral classificatIon algorIthms usln;
..
.
r
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statistical pattern recognition techniques.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALIlY
At some point, and
•
hopefu I I Y soon, the r3mote suns i n~ CO..l..l ......... f,JeOS 'i"~ r ... c';wil i:: .
the limits of the multispectral concept "nd pur!;;;".~ .. .jroa~,,·
based approach to scene analysis.
Various procedures have been developed to incorporate
additional elements but only texture and site currently appe~r to
be used on an operat iana I bas I s. As used In automated ana lyses,
however, textural features tend to be simpl istlc representations
that certainly do not capture all of the ~patlal Information that
human Image analysts refer to as "texture".
Factors relation to site typically are used via
stratification techniques and/or class a priori probabl I Itles.
Automated use of other Image Interpretation elements appears
to have been demonstrated, If only on a limited basis. Related
to site as a locatlonal element Is associatlong/context. Several
recent examples of "contextual~ classification make expl iclt use
of neighboring pixel characteristics, thus Incorporating some
level of association InformatIon. Various "region growing"
algorithms have been developed that could al low region sizes to
be determined and used as a discriminating variable. Shape Is a
'II
/
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very difficult element to Incorporate but methods have been
defined to use shape albeit on a limited basis to date (e.g. via
a syntactical classifier, to be discussed later). Cloud and
shadow relationships have been used as a basis for detecting
clouds; the use of additional sun angle Information could be used
to determine cloud height. It should be stressed that even
though use of most elements has been demonstrated, ~any examples
ental I only a smal aspect of each element's tota I i ilformat i cn
18
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content. And the majority of current computer-assisted Image
analysis stili relies solely upon sinsle pixel multispectral
,
response (tonel co lor) •
Edge detection and segmentation are two procedures srowing
In use In the computer-assisted approach to image interpretation.
The necessity of using these procedures to define some elements
(e.g. size and shape) Identifies a possible gap or Illogical
structure In our set of basic elements as currently defined for
human Image Interpretation. It seems I ikely that a hierarchy of
elements and operators exists. Even more dIsturbing is that some
of the texts on Image Interpretation present different sets of
basic Interpretation .elements; Imagine :temlstry with a shifting
set of basic chemical elementsl It Is clear that the basic
\
elements of Image Interpretation need to be carefully reviewed
and defined.
TRAINltlG AND LABELING PROCEDURES
Scene specific labeling and training by example Is ~lidely
used In multispectral pattern recognition. little "signature
extension" capability, (the effective use of training or labeling
data from one scene for another scene>, has been demonstrated.
This Is largely due to environmental variations (e.g.,
atmospher Ic cond I t Ions, c I I:nata zones, etc.). Tra rnI n9 by
example Is directly analogous to the use of Inter-pretation
"keys" by Image analysts. Current digital pattern recognition
techniques, however, are not as flexible as those employed by an
analysts, who can mentally account for slight ter.lporal offsets,
19
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atmospheric variations, and other factors that are beyond the
capaol I lty of most computerized algorithms.
An alternative to scene specific training or labeling Is the
development of a mathematical model protraying the object or
phenomenon of Interest. Recent work by Badwar (1981) clearly
demonstrates this approach using multldate sets of Landsat
imagery for crop Identification purposes. Sadwar has developed
crop specific mathematical model s of "greencss" (a transformation
of Landsat data Indicative of plant biomass) through time. Curve
matching techniques are subsequently used which al low for some
temporal offsets (signature extenstlon In the temporal domaIn).
This approach appears to perform wei I for a variety of
environments (spatial signature extension). The mathematical
mOdel approach a~pears somewhat analogous to the perceptual
models emp~oyed by human analysts, although no deductive
r3ason I ng Is exp I Icit I Y Incorporated.
INCORPORATING COLLATERAL DATA
Col lateral material may be used for comput~r-assisted Image
analysis In basically the same ways used by l~agG analysts,
althOUGh the methods for incorporating such aata are less vel
J~V\,l1 opad. Hutch i nson (1982) and oth;ars have syster.1at i Cui I y
r,laps) and continuous (e.g. terrain slopel collateral d.::;ta mc:y ~"
Inc 0 I" POI" Cl ted I ntop a t t ern I" acog nit Ic n a I ~ 0 r I t hii1 S • It.; p lie i tin
SOr.lC of th~se methods is the use of co I I atGra I dati) I n eo
geographic information system framework that al IQris simpl e lesie
20
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the development of analysis procedures that extend beyond simple
pattern recognition and Into the realm of symbolic or logical
reasoning techniques which are characteristic of Artificial
Intelligence.
CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUES
AvaIlable classification techniques has evol ved
substantially since the first digital classification algorithms
were developed. However, many of the original algorithms, are
st I I I wI de I y used due to the computat Iona I comp I ex I ty of more
advanced techniques. The fol lowing section compares various
approaches to multispectral classification focusing on their
strengThs, limitations and future appllcabl I Ity to advances In
computer-assisted image analysis. The classiflciation approaches
examined are statistical pattern recognition, syntactical pattern
recogn I t Ion. and symbo I Icreason i ng.
Statistical Pattern Recognition
The most common computer-assisted classification procedure
Is also among the most primitive; what Is often termed
"statistical pattern recognition" makes use of training data to
characterize patterns of interest In some statistical manner.
This decision-making method has been found to be most effective
in two t'iP~S of problems (Raphael. 1976):
1. Classification of complex signals when the proper features
are measured and the number of dimensions are kept smal I
(typically less than ten).
2. Recognition of simple shapes.
21
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One result of this Is a t:lajor effort towarCl optlt:lal
, representat Ion and feature extract Ion (a.~. ,l:land S9 I ect Ion anC:
various transformations, such as a principal components, dlrectae
towards dimensionality reduction). As noted earlier, however,
pattern classification methods alone are virtually useless In
situations which require awareness of contoxt or the use of
pertinent additional knowledge.
The use of decision tree structures Is sometimes used to
Improve classification results. This Is often termed the
"layered" approach to classification. This approach cl early
Impl los the use of hIgher order, h91rarchlcal decIsion making
procedures. The Integrated use of Image analysis In a geographic
Information systot:ls context has pro~ Ided a majGr Impetus to this
approach (Hallada at al., 198t>. In many instar.ces it is
posslole to It:lpllcitly Incorporate high order InferenCQ rules
Into a tree structure. That this approach typically raqulres the
sometimes tedious construction of a new tree strlOcture with each
new problem or data set has led to movet:lent towards procedures
that t:lake more exp I Icit use ot Inference ru Ies.
Syntactical Pattern Recognition
From the stUdy of languages comes another sl ightly higher
order procedure termed syntactic pattern recognition.
Conventionally, a language Is defined as a set of ~trlngs over an
alph~bet, where the alpM~bet consists of the set of al I symbols
which can appear In the language strings. A string is a definite
order~d sequence of symbol s.A srammer Is a set of rules which
define how the strings of tho language are formed. A ~rat:lmar can
••
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be used to recog~lze the language's strings by using the rules In
reverS6 order. Th I 5 concept can be genera I Ized I n a number of
ways to ~eflne grammars for classes of Images. This approach has
been most widely used In Image analysis to recognize shapes basad
upon order of component parts. Syntactic methods have been used
for locating highways and rivers In Landsat images and for
•texture mOdeling.
SYMBOLIC REASONING
It seems approprlnte here to emphasize the necessity of
exploring the development of symbolic reasoning procedures that
employ formal Inference. It Is Interesting to note that this
approach to Image analysis Is being vigorously pursued by
compuTer scientists interested In computational approaches to
"Image understanding" (3rady,1982). MuCh of this work has been
conducted under the Defense Advanced Researcb Project Agencyt~
Image Understanding Program. Although most of this research Is
directed towards high resolution panchromatic Imagery, the
techniques are analogous to those employed by huma~ analysts and
wi I I probably need to be pursued If substantial progress Is to be
made at extracting the Inherent Information of higher order Image
elements. Although these technl~ues are not presently
Incorporated within the field of earth resource remote sensing It
appears I i:<ely that symbolic reasoning approaches, or somE;,
derlvatlva thereof, wi II eventually dominate compuTer-assisted
Image Interpretation.
In 1975, the Defense Advanced Rese~rch Project Agency
<DAKPA) initiated a major research effort cal led the Ima~e
23
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Understand I ng Program (Oruffe I, 1979). Th I s pro~ram was the
dIrect outgrowth of an ear I Iar af fort ca I I ed the 11.1age Process In~
Program throush which research In Image enhancement, Image
restoratlen, encodIng for bandwidth compression, and vIsual
system modelIng was sponsored. A major purpose of the Image
UnderstandIng Program ~as to Investigate the use of a priori
knowledge to facl I Itate an understanding of the relatIonships
among objects In a scene. Primary thrusts Included smart
sensol s, Iconlcs (visual phonetics) and symbolIc representation.
PotentIal applIcatIons of Image understanding research are
discussed In Druttel (1979), Duda and Garvey (1980), and Lul<es
(1981>. An excellent overvIew of recent theoretIcal developments
In the program Is provided by Brady (1982). Brady IdentifIes
some common themes that appear to have crystal Ized o~er the past
decade as fol lows: representations have been developed that ~ake
explicIt the Information computed by a module (most modules do
not work on raw data, but on computedrepresentat/ons, e.g. edge
Images): the mathematIcs of Image understanding are becom/n:! more
sophisticated: locally parallel architectures have been
developed: attentIon has shIfted from restrIctions on the domain
of appllca~'ion of a vIsion system to restrlct/ons on visual
abl I [ties, with current concentration topics correspondIng to
Identifiable modules In the human visual system: and, there are
growing I Inks between Image understanding and theories of human
v I s lOll.
Image representations are discussed In some detail by Ahuja
and Schacte.r (1982), who stress the Importance of the concept
24
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using the framework of an "Image model". They distinguish
between low-level models that provide concise abstr~ctlons of
spatial variations (e.g. auto-correlation function, varlogram,
mean, gradient, etc.) and high level models that Inv~: 'Q highly
semantic descriptions and a large degree of outside of a priori
knowledge ~bout a scene to augment the raw data.
Of the many disciplines closely related to Image
understanding, four appear of P4rtlcular Interest to the computer
science community: Image proces~ln9 (Image transmission,
storage, enhancement, restoration), computer graphics (display of
visual Infor~atlon), computer-aided design and manufacture or
CAD-CA~ (requires attention to surface representation), and
pattern recognltlon~ Pattern recognition historically Is the
area ~ost closely related to Image understanding. Brady (t982)
Identifies the most sIGnifIcant differences betweon pattern
recognlntlon and Image understanding as fol lows: pattern
recognition systems are typically concerned with recognizing the
Input as one of a smal I set of posslbl I Itles whereas Image
understanding alms to construct rich doscrlptlons that cannot
be anumerated In advance but need to be constructed for each
Individual Image; pattern recognition systems are mostly
concerned with two-dimensional Images; image understancing has
dealT eXTensively wiTh three-dimensional Images: and. most
significantly, pattern recognition systems usually operate
directly on the image whl Ie Image understanding and indeed most
visual processes operate not on the Image but on symbol Ie
representations that have been computed by earlier processing
(e.g. edge detection),
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It seems apparent from this review that AI-based approaches
offer a logical means to pursue ~ore advanced Image analysis.
Not so clear are the specific tasks and I Imitations associated
with this approach. The fol lowing section addresses so~e of
these Issues.
DEVELOPING AI ASSISTED IMAGE ANALYSIS SYSTE~S
Developing an AI-based Image analysis system Is a complex
task typically requiring years of ~ffort. Although development
periods have been speeded up with the advent of new "knowledge
acquisition" tools, the development of a successful expert system
Js st I I I cons I dered to fa I I In the two year-p I us range (Dav i 5,
1962>. Image analysis Is one of the more difficult areas for
which AI techniques are being applied.
The field of AI Is stili relatively small, thus there is
going to be competition for the limited amount of knowledge-
engineering expertise. Recent successes In AI are stll I more
promising than productive, but the promise for Improvement has
brought about a great deal of Interest by disciplines that are
comparatively "rich" when compared to earth resources remote
sans I ng (med i cine, defense, p~tro I eum, etc.>.
The computational resources considered necessary for
developing AI systems Is also different than those typically
available for remote sensing. Specialized lansuages such as LISP
and PROLOG are strongly preferred by most AI researchers. Even
spec Ia I Ized hardware (e.g. "L ISP mach Ines") Is becom I ng ava I I ab I e
to enhance the performance and development of AI programs.
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There Is also the need to pursue only appropriate tasks
tasks to codl~y the knowledge base necessary for these tasks In
the systems. This \1111 require substantial work and obviously a
critical review of how Image analysts go about dolns their Job,
for If we cannot formalize how analysts go about their tasks we
cannot automate the procedure.
Although dIffIcult, the process of automating Image analysis
using AI techniques has alread~ begun for applIcations outside
the realm of earth resources. Among the Initial systems In this
area are the ACRONYM system at Stanford University (Binford and
Brooks, 1979), the HAWKEYE system of Stanford Research Institute
CBo I I es et a I .,), and the ARGOS system of Cargeg Ie-~le I Ion
University (Rubin, 1978). A very good book discussing the
development of such a system has been written by Nagao and
Matsuyama (1981>.
Finally, special attention will need to be directed towards
those conditions that are perhaps somewhat unique to geosraphy In
particular and earth resources applications In general. For
example, the uses of AI applications where a multistage remote
sensing approach combines data from literature and archives with
data from the field, and Imagery from sensor systems cover larger
and larser areas In a geographic Information system framework.
Indeed as seen above work which combines Image analysis and
Infermatlon systems assisted by AI techniques is a major kay to
the future of large scale remote sensing applications. These
potential Implementation Issues susgest that the development of
Al-based systems within the remote sensins community ~l I I not
occur as rapidly as previous developments. The tasks ahead are
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both difficult and time consuming. Careful attention wi I I be
required to assure the "right" tasks are automated and a proper
balance of man-and machine-oriented procedures Is establ ishad •
CONCLUSIONS
Many of the techniques being developed by the artificial
Intelligence community appear rei ative to the needs of remote
sensing. From Improved classltlcatlon performance to better user
IntGrfaces, the potentials offered by AI-based techniques are
promising and could aid significantly In facl I Itatlng more
widespread acceptance of computer generated remote sensing
products.
As reviewed In this paper, the basic foundations of human
Image interpretation as currently practiced In earth resource
applications of remote sensing are In need of critical review;
the basic elements are I I I-defined and perhaps Incomplete. The
development of better computer-assisted procedures for Image
ana I ys Isw II I requ Ire subsi'antl a I efforts even after we better
und~rstand our own procedures. AI-based procedures seem to be
appropriate for Improving Image analysis but conditions somewhat
un IC1ue to our fie I d wI I I need to be caref u I I Y addressed.
As seen In figure 4, ~s aerial photographic Interpretation
has evolved Into the discipline of remote sensing, the field has
become Increasingly complex. Sensor platforms have moved from
tether'3d balloons to orbiting satel lites. Sensor systems have
develcped from cameras which employ analog processes t~ procuce
photographs to electronic systems which digitally record I~ages
of a gIven scane. Analysis teChniques have pro~ressed from tho
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use of manual Image analysis procedures to perform simple
Identifications of objects or phenomena and their significance
from photography alone of a smal I area; to the application of
mach Ine-ass I sted ana I ys Isin the mode I I In!; of comp I ex processas
~"'.Jloylng multiple data sources fer global surveys.
~anual of Remote Sensing to get a feel for this complexity
(Colwell. 1903). This two volume work of 2440 pages Dy over 200
~uthors detal Is the ranges of systems techniques and 'applicatIons
of remote sensing today. Yet, many of use In remote sensing and
many who want to apply remote sensing to their problems are
frustrated by this complexity of: what systems to choose from;
what times to co I I ect data or \1here to get data; how to process
Itor; whllt hlls been done to It before the researcher gets It.
These lira buta few of the valid questions researchers or
applications oriented users may pose. There Is a need for ways
of helping the users of remote sensing data through this process.
~1hat I s needed I s a way to un lock the camp I ex "b I ack box" of
remote sensing and make this high tech field more accessible to
the users such as regional, historical, cultural and physical
geographers who can make excel lent use of these data in their
g I ven research areas. As Na Isb Itt (1984) \IIOU I d say, high touch
Is required. High touch must accompany high technology to
counter balance the normal human response to forced technolo~y.
Often In the 1960's ana 1970's potential users of remote sensing
',Iere "turned off" by oversell of this technology. This \'las
forced technology. Indeed this situation Is stl II occurring.
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Yet, in a subtle way, the Increased application of tochnlques
from the fie I d of AI I s a trend towards add i ng the high touch
required to Increase the potential acceptance of remote sensing
by a wider variety of users. The work In expert systems and
natural language Is particularly Important here. This work Is
sharing the process of acquisition, processing and analysis of
remotely sensed data easier and more understandable to users at a
variety of levels of sophistication. This AI high touch can, in
effect, I f proper I y Imp I emented, I et geographers function more as
geographers and less as librarians, communications specialists.
computer s~lentlsts, Image processors and so on. AI may Just
hold an extremely sJgnlfJcant key to unloCking the potentlal.of
remote sensing for not only the broader geographic community
specially, but for scientists and users In many other fields In
universities, government agencies and private Industry as w31 I.
Re3~arch on the applications of AI in remote senslr.g must
continue and be expanded.
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